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ABSTRACT 
 
Ultradeep Water Blowouts: 
COMASim Dynamic Kill Simulator Validation and  
Best Practices Recommendations. 
 (December 2004) 
Samuel F. Noynaert, B.S., Texas A&M University  
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jerome J. Schubert 
                                                    
 
The petroleum industry is in a constant state of change.  Few industries have 
advanced as far technologically as the petroleum industry has in its relatively brief 
existence.  The produced products in the oil and gas industry are finite.  As such, the 
easier to find and produce hydrocarbons are exploited first.  This forces the industry to 
enter new areas and environments to continue supplying the world’s hydrocarbons.  
Many of these new frontiers are in what is considered ultradeep waters, 5000 feet or 
more of water.   
While all areas of the oil and gas industry have advanced their ultradeep water 
technology, one area has had to remain at the forefront: drilling.  Unfortunately, while 
drilling as a whole may be advancing to keep up with these environments, some 
segments lag behind.  Blowout control is one of these areas developed as an afterthought.  
This lax attitude towards blowouts does not mean they are not a major concern.  A 
blowout can mean injury or loss of life for rig personnel, as well as large economic 
losses, environmental damage and damage to the oil or gas reservoir itself.  Obviously, 
up-to-date technology and techniques for the prevention and control of ultradeep water 
blowouts would be an invaluable part of any oil and gas company’s exploration planning 
and technology suite. 
To further the development of blowout prevention and control, COMASim 
(Cherokee Offshore, MMS, Texas A&M Simulator) was developed.  COMASim 
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simulates the planning and execution of a dynamic kill delivered to a blowout.  Through 
a series of over 800 simulation runs, we were able to find several key trends in both the 
initial conditions as well as the kill requirements.   
The final phase of this study included a brief review of current industry 
deepwater well control best practices and how the COMASim results fit in with them.  
Overall, this study resulted in a better understanding of ultradeep water blowouts and 
what takes to control them dynamically.  In addition to this understanding of blowouts, 
COMASim’s strengths and weaknesses have now been exposed in order to further 
develop this simulator for industry use.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Blowouts 
The petroleum industry constantly undergoes radical changes and progress.  Few 
industries have advanced as far or as fast technologically as the petroleum industry has 
in the past century.  This advancement has been caused by the lucrative nature of the 
oilfield business as well as the procurement of the product itself.  Obviously as more 
money is put into an industry, technological advancement becomes easier and often a 
necessary part of competition.  However, in the petroleum industry the technological 
advancement has actually been a forced issue.  The products we as an industry are trying 
to produce, oil and natural gas, are a finite resource.  As the easier to find and produce 
hydrocarbons are used up, the industry must move into new areas to continue supplying 
the world with hydrocarbons.  Many of these areas are in what is considered ultradeep 
waters, 5000 feet or more of water.  This is a unique environment that requires many 
new techniques and technologies to explore and produce. 
As the various areas of the oil and gas industry advance their ultradeep water 
technology, one area has had to remain at the forefront: drilling.  For example, 
geological exploration can be done with multibillion dollar seismic projects or by using 
the map as a dartboard.  Either way, drilling must be done to confirm and develop the 
discovery.  Without drilling, there simply is no petroleum industry.  However, much of 
the drilling done is on unknown frontiers for hydrocarbon exploration.  Often these 
frontiers are harsh environments either downhole, on the surface or both.  Ultradeep 
water is a great example of a dangerous and unknown drilling environment. 
  It is on these frontiers however that the advancement of technology is often 
disjointed.  While drilling as whole may be advancing to keep up with these  
 
 
This thesis follows the style of SPE Drilling and Completion. 
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environments, some parts lag behind.  An example of this is the running of casing 
offshore.  Until very recently, casing was run in the same manner, and often using the  
same tools, as a casing job done twenty to thirty years ago.  It has only been in the past 
few years that the use of technology like automatic pipe handling equipment has become 
widespread.  This change brought on by pure safety concerns.  Another area that is seen 
the same stagnation and recent call for change has been blowout control in deep and 
ultradeep waters.  
Blowout control is an area often put aside until the last minute for the industry.  
A blowout means that the drilling contractor and crew have failed in some way, and as is 
often the case in business, failure is not an option.  However, in the case of drilling a 
well, failure in the form a blowout can mean injury or loss of life for rig personnel, large 
economic losses, environmental damage and damage to the oil or gas reservoir itself.  
Obviously, a contingency plan for the prevention and control of ultradeep water 
blowouts would be a valuable part of any oil and gas company’s planning for the drilling 
of a well.   
The following sequence of photographs (Fig. 1.1-1.5) show the rapidity and 
unexpectedness of blowouts as well as some of the dangers.  In Fig. 1.1, the derrick is 
shown prior to the blowout.  In this picture, the drill collars are racked back in the 
derrick and the derrick man is on the monkeyboard.  Fig. 1.2 occurs during a film 
change by the photographer immediately after taking Fig. 1.1.  This shows how quickly 
the situation gets out of control.  Once the blowout occurred, the crew began evacuation 
as shown in Fig. 1.3.  In Fig. 1.3, the derrick man is seen just getting off of the geronimo 
line.  In the same figure, a worker is shown narrowly avoiding falling drillpipe.  As the 
crew left the location, the drill collars were ejected in Fig. 1.4 and the blowout continues.  
Finally, Fig. 1.5 shows the rig collapsing due to the weight of the racked-back drill 
collars.  This is a dramatic series of pictures showing the potential dangers of a blowout.  
Fortunately no one was injured in this particular instance.   
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Fig. 1.1-Tripping in during bit change.1 Fig. 1.2 – Well blows out in seconds.1 
 
 
                 
Fig. 1.3 – Crew evacuation after blowout.1 Fig. 1.4 – The well is abandoned and 
 out of control.1 
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 Fig. 1.5 – Derrick collapses.1 
 
 
 
1.2 Blowouts Historically 
Blowouts have been a problem for this industry since its inception.   A famous 
picture (Fig. 1.6) in the oil and gas industry is of the first Spindletop gusher.  The drillers 
of the original  
 
 
Fig. 1.6 - Spindletop’s first well (Lucas well) was a blowout.2 
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Spindletop well, along with others in that era knew they had a good find when a blowout 
occurred. This was a dangerous situation which was eventually remedied with the 
invention of the BOP (Blowout preventer) in 1922 by the founders of Cooper Cameron.3 
 However, in spite of the development of many safety measures such as the 
aforementioned BOPs, as well as numerous types of equipment and drilling procedures, 
blowouts still occur.  In fact, since 1960 blowouts have occurred at a fairly stable rate4.  
This rate has not changed even though blowout prevention equipment and procedures 
have drastically changed (Fig. 1.7-1.8). 
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Fig. 1.7-Frequency of blowouts per 100 wells in the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)  
did not show improvement from 1960-1996.4 
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Fig. 1.9-Frequency of blowouts per 106 feet drilled in onshore Texas is erratic and 
shows no improvement from 1960 to 1996.4 
Wells in Thousands 
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* 
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As evidenced by Figs. 1.7 – 1.8 the number of blowouts per feet drilled stayed 
relatively constant from 1960 to 1996.  This was true for both the Outer Continental 
Shelf of the Gulf of Mexico (OCS) (Fig. 1.7) as well as for onshore Texas (Fig. 1.8).  
Further investigation shows that onshore Texas actually had several years in the mid-
1980’s in which drilled footage went up and blowout frequency went down (Fig. 1.9). 
This is a strange phenomenon, considering that in boom times the industry tends to hire 
inexperienced personnel and rush to explore or produce hydrocarbons.  However, the 
data shows a contrarian trend that shows blowouts being reduced in the mid-1980’s in 
spite of the boom occurring at the time.  This is unexplainable based on the published 
data from the Skalle, et. al database.4  Unfortunately, according to Fig. 1.9, this unique 
trend did not last.  The drilled footage went down dramatically and the blowout 
frequency continued its steady climb.   All of these numbers point to an irrefutable 
conclusion: blowouts will always happen no matter how far technology and training 
advance. 
 
1.3 Blowouts Statistically 
Since we can reasonably expect blowouts to always occur in spite of technical 
advances, we must complete two tasks.  First, we must conduct a quick study of why 
blowouts occur.  Next, we must find ways to first prevent blowouts and in a worst case 
scenario, kill them.  In the case of deepwater drilling, no studies have been undertaken.  
This is mostly due to lack of data.  Therefore, this report uses data from onshore Texas 
and OCS wells to briefly discuss the causes of blowouts. 
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Fig. 1.10 – Number of blowouts per phase in progress shows most blowouts 
occur in unfamiliar drilling situations.4 
 
 
Table 1.1 – SINTEF database concurs with Skalle et al. database findings on 
blowout causes5,6. 
 
Production 
AREA Develop. Drilling 
Expl. 
Drilling 
unknown 
Drilling Completion Workover External 
cause* 
No ext. 
cause* 
Wireline Unknown Total 
7 22 3 3 5 1 1 1 1 44 North Sea (UK 
& 
Norway) 15.9% 50.0% 6.8% 6.8% 11.4% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 100.0% 
41 42 0 11 25 5 7 3 2 136 US GoM 
OCS 30.1% 30.9% 0.0% 8.1% 18.4% 3.7% 5.1% 2.2% 1.5% 100.0% 
48 64 3 14 30 6 8 4 3 180 
Total  
26.7% 35.6% 1.7% 7.8% 16.7% 3.3% 4.4% 2.2% 1.7% 100.0% 
* External causes are typical; storm, military activity, ship collision, fire and earthquake. 
 
 
Fig. 1.10 clearly shows the most blowouts occur during the initial drilling of the 
wells, the exploration and development phase with the single most incidents during the 
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exploration phase.  Table 1.1 is derived from the Foundation for Scientific and Industrial 
Research at the Norwegian Institute of Technology (SINTEF) blowout database.  The 
SINTEF Group is a Norwegian R&D foundation which was hired by an industry group 
to study offshore blowouts.  The resulting database is a proprietary database with limited 
results published.  This database seems to be kept relatively up-to-date with the total 
number of offshore blowouts recorded at 487.5  Table 1.1 confirms the Skalle, et al. 
database findings.  OCS blowouts had the highest rate of occurrence for development 
and exploration drilling followed by workover operations.   
 
 
Table 1.2 - Distribution of most frequent operation phase failures (Louisiana, 
Texas, OCS; 1960-96) shows majority of blowout causes are human error.4 
 
 Blowouts Distribution  of specific failed barrier 
 
 
 
Primary Cause 
 
 
 
 
TX 
 
 
 
 
OC
S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Swabbing 
Drilling break 
Formation break down 
Trapped/expanding gas 
Gas cut mud 
Too low mud weight 
Wellhead failure 
x-mas tree failure 
While cement sets 
217 
73 
58 
55 
55 
43 
28 
23 
21 
31 
14 
6 
6 
7 
12 
6 
5 
10 
77 
52 
38 
9 
26 
17 
5 
- 
5 
96 
32 
16 
18 
15 
20 
3 
- 
5 
9 
- 
3 
7 
5 
12 
1 
1 
23 
- 
- 
3 
- 
- 
- 
20 
25 
- 
75 
2 
4 
28 
13 
16 
11 
6 
2 
5 
- 
- 
1 
1 
3 
- 
- 
- 
Secondary Cause         
Failure to close BOP 
BOP failed after closure 
BOP not in place 
Fracture at casing shoe 
Failed to stab string valve 
Casing leakage 
152 
76 
60 
34 
18 
30 
7 
13 
10 
3 
9 
6 
66 
36 
9 
21 
2 
10 
56 
24 
11 
17 
2 
6 
6 
13 
20 
3 
6 
2 
2 
2 
- 
1 
1 
17 
38 
14 
39 
2 
13 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
- 
1 
 
 
Table 1.2 breaks down Fig. 1.10 into the causes of the blowouts within each 
operation phase.  Concentrating on primary causes, several conclusions can be drawn.  
Overall, the majority of blowouts resulted from swabbed-in kicks.  However, analyzing 
the results based on the type of operation in progress yields several interesting insights 
on causes other than swabbing.  First, exploration drilling blowouts were more likely to 
be caused by unexpected obstacles and incomplete geological data than poor or sloppy 
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drilling practices.  Drilling breaks, formation breakdown and gas cut mud problems were 
significantly higher in the exploration phase than in any other phase.  All of these 
problems are ones that, when unexpected, can cause confusion on the drilling floor and 
lead to well control problems.  Gas cut mud is a good example.  When a drilling crew is 
expecting gas, they can increase mud logging frequency as well as put more emphasis on 
indicators such as slight pit gains which might otherwise be ignored.  
 In development drilling, Table 1.2 shows that swabbing in kicks and having 
insufficient of mud weight were problems which occurred at rates higher than in other 
operation phases.  Both problems are indicative of operators trying to speed up the 
drilling process.  The operators are more likely to attempt to save time on development 
wells were they assume they know more about the potential challenges, than attempt to 
speed up the drilling of an exploration well through unknown challenges.  Lowering 
mud weights increases the rate of penetration.  Time taken to trip pipe out of the hole 
comprises a large amount of the time taken to drill a well.  Therefore, operators try to 
reduce this time by pulling the pipe more quickly.  Unfortunately, this causes a reduction 
in the pressure at the bottom of the wellbore and invites a kick.  The most interesting 
finding in the available SINTEF data, the disparity between the North Sea and OCS in 
development well blowouts, touches on this problem.  The North Sea had a much lower 
incidence rate of development well blowouts as highlighted in Table 1.1.    
 
 
Table 1.3 – Gulf of Mexico (GoM) development wells drilled twice as fast as 
Norwegian development wells.6 
 
  
US GoM OCS Norway 
  
  Wells With  Wells With 
  
All 
Wells 
Duration <200 
days 
All 
Wells 
Duration <200 
days 
  
(days) (days) (days) (days) 
Development 
Drilling 
36.6 32.6 102.4 66.9 
Exploration 
Drilling 
20.1 14.1 84.5 78.7 
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It is evident why the North Sea development well blowout rate was much less 
when taking into account Table 1.3.  Development wells in the Norwegian sector of the 
North Sea took twice as long as development well in the Gulf of Mexico.  The reasons 
behind this would easily supply the fodder for years of future research.  However, 
suffice it to say that the rapid drilling of development wells obviously adversely affects 
the blowout rates in said wells. 
Workover operations had the third highest number of blowouts.  The cause which 
stands out in workover blowouts is trapped/expanding gas.  This is most likely due to 
poor circulation techniques stemming from not enough complete circulations to rid the 
wellbore of gas after influxes, as well as poor handling of kicks, which allows unplanned 
expansion of gas. 
It is important to remember that the data in Fig. 1.7-1.10 the data is from onshore 
US and relatively shallow OCS wells.  Ultradeep water wells will have similar well 
control issues but in an exaggerated manner.  The increased pressures will cause influxes 
and blowouts to behave in different ways.  Indicators and measurements of influxes such 
as pit gain and pressure values will be often deceptively benign until the situation has 
escalated to the point that control of problem will become a very complicated and 
dangerous task.  The chief causes of blowouts shown in Table 1.2 will probably not 
change statistically.  Therefore a reasonable assumption would be that by concentrating 
on these principal causes and taking into account the exaggerated effects caused by the 
ultradeep water environment, a suitable suite of best practices may be compiled for 
ultradeep water drilling. 
The compositions of the blowouts are not uniform.  In fact, in the most 
comprehensive public database to date which was developed by Skalle, et al.4, 7 there are 
eleven categories for blowing fluid composition: gas, gas & oil, gas & water, gas & 
condensate, gas & oil & water, condensate, oil, oil & water, water, mud, and no data.   
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Water
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Fig. 1.11 – Percentage of OCS blowouts having a certain fluid composition indicates 
majority of blowouts were gas.7 
 
Of the eleven possible fluid compositions, eight were observed in OCS blowouts from 
1960 to 1996.  Fig. 1.11 shows the 74 percent of blowouts had gas as the blowing fluid. 
 In the Skalle, et al. database, kill methods were also studied.  Eight primary kill 
methods were identified: collapse of open hole wellbore (bridging), closing BOP (BOP), 
pumping cement slurry (cement), capping, depletion of reservoir (depletion), installing 
equipment, pumping mud (mud), and drilling relief wells.   
 
 
missing
3%
Mud
19%
Relief well
5%
Depletion
9%
Install equipment
5%
cement
11%
BOP
9%
Bridging
39%
 
Fig. 1.12 –Relative majority of OCS blowouts controlled by bridging.7 
 
 
Of these, seven were found to have been used to control OCS blowouts.  
Conspicuous in its absence was the technique of capping to actually stop the flow of 
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hydrocarbons.  Of course, the majority of blowing wells will be capped once they are 
brought under control and decisions concerning the well’s future are made.  However, 
using capping as an initial control technique was not used in the OCS.  This was most 
likely due to limited location size and the difficulty of maneuvering capping equipment 
around on the open water or on the seafloor.  
 Fig. 1.12 reveals 48 percent of OCS blowouts were controlled by simply letting 
the blowout go.  Thus bridging (39%) or depletion of the reservoir (9 %) occurred.  The 
remaining kill methods employed were evenly distributed with pumping mud or 
bullheading being the next highest at 19 percent.  
 
1.4 Blowout Control Measures 
 There are many different ways to control a blowout.  Since each blowing well is 
a unique situation, new techniques are often made up on the spot.  An example of this 
on-the-fly engineering was seen in Kuwait with the Hungarian MIG jet-engines or “Big 
Wind” machine which controlled the blowout’s fire with a blast of jet-wash.  However, 
there are several more conventional and accepted forms of blowout control which are 
divided into surface intervention methods and subsurface intervention or relief well 
methods.8   The most common methods in these two classifications are: 
Wellhead equipment installation/operation 
 Capping 
 Wellhead equipment installation/operation 
 Cement/Gunk plug 
 Bridging 
 Depletion/flooding of reservoir 
 Momentum kill/bullheading 
 Dynamic kill 
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Capping operations occur when the blowout is controlled at the surface.  Capping 
operations can be divided into three separate phases9: 
 Extinguishing the fire 
 Capping the well 
 Killing the well 
If the well is on fire, then the first phase of capping will be to extinguish it.  Exceptions 
to this case occur if there is any chance of danger to the personnel on location from the 
blowing fluids.  The best example of this is the presence of H2S or hydrogen sulfide.  
H2S is extremely toxic and is therefore flared to avoid problems.  Extinguishing the fire 
may be done with any number of methods ranging from large amounts of water to 
dynamite.  
  
 
 
Fig. 1.13 – Typical capping stacks.8 
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Once the flare has been extinguished, the actual capping of the well is started.  A 
capping stack is attached to the wellbore.  The typical capping stack will consist of a bell 
nipple, several rams, a diverter spool and possibly a ball valve (Fig. 1.13).8   Normally a 
flange of some type will still be on the wellbore.  If there is no available flange for 
attachment, a flow cross-over prepared from an inverted pipe ram and a slip ram will be 
used to attach to bare pipe.8,9   The capping stack is then maneuvered onto this flange or 
bare pipe.  Once the capping stack is secured, flow will be diverted in a safe manner, 
either in a single vertical plume or through a diverter line.  In situations where flow rates 
are high enough, the diverter line may be an emergency sale line.8   This would reduce 
the economic loss caused by the blowout. 
 After the capping stack is successfully installed, the flow is diverted to a location 
some distance away from the wellhead using the rams and diverter spool in the capping 
stack.10   The diversion of flow allows the well control operations to take place safely 
around the wellhead.  The well control operations typically consist of pumping a heavy 
mud down the wellbore in an attempt to regain hydrostatic control of the well.9  Capping 
is not applicable for use in ultra-deepwater situations because the blowing fluid must be 
coming to the surface.  As will be discussed later in this report, the marine riser in ultra-
deepwater situations has a good chance of failure in this event thus rendering capping 
useless.   
Wellhead equipment installation and operation is a simple method that is usually 
employed in response to a very poorly handled blowout.  To control a blowout through 
this method, blowout specialists will reenter the location or platform and operate or 
install the equipment necessary to shut-in the well safely.  There are several instances in 
OCS files where rig personnel abandoned the rig before being able to operate the BOP.  
In these cases, the blowout was controlled by simply closing the BOP.11    In cases of 
equipment failure, the blowout specialists need to remove the malfunctioning equipment 
and install new equipment.  Once this is accomplished, the new equipment will be used 
to kill the blowout. 
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 Fast-acting cement and gunk plugs are the least desirable of the blowout control 
alternatives.  They are used in the event of an underground blowout to stem the flow of 
blowing fluids into the formation.  Either compound is introduced into the wild wellbore 
from the wellhead, capping stack or, if necessary, from a relief well.  Fast-acting cement 
is a cement compound mixed with an accelerant.12  The hoped-for result is that the 
cement will set in the wild wellbore before exiting the said wellbore into the formation.  
This will stop the flow to the thief zone and allow the well to be effectively killed from 
the surface.  Gunk and invert-Gunk are used with the same goal in mind.  Gunk is 
mixture of cement, bentonite and diesel fuel.  The mixture is stable until mixed with any 
type of water-based mud.  Upon mixing with water, Gunk forms a thick gelatin plug.12   
Salt Gunk has guar and lost circulation material and reacts in the same way with 
saltwater.12   Invert-Gunk is made with amine clay and water and reacts with oil-based 
muds.  All of the Gunk products have a “bread-like” texture that is very drillable.  
However, long Gunk plugs are capable of handling large differential pressures.12    The 
problem with Gunk and cement is an obvious one: they are permanent.  If the plug is 
placed wrong, whether in the drillstring or above the thief zone, the damage is 
considered irreparable.  A poorly spotted plug usually results in loss of the blowing 
wellbore and necessitates a relief well.  Even a properly spotted plug can cause 
disastrous results.  If the pressure behind the plug builds up high enough, a new thief 
zone may be created.  However, because the plug is fairly permanent, wellbore or 
vertical intervention is not an option after a plug has been pumped.  Thus, the more 
expensive and time-consuming option of a relief well must be used. 
 Bridging and depletion of the blowout are not active methods for blowout control.  
However, since they do account for the majority of kills, a mention is needed.  Some 
studies have shown that blowouts likely to bridge will do so in 24 hours.13  Once the 24 
hours mark is reached, bridging will not occur unless triggered by another intervention 
method through active bridging.13  The bridging will occur due to factors including near-
wellbore pressure draw down, erosion of wellhead equipment, and formation failure due 
to high flow rates.  The first simulator to be developed in the study this report is part of 
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deals exclusively with bridging and will cover this in much greater detail.  Passive 
bridging is an always hoped-for solution because it does not require any work, and the 
only resulting economic losses are from the blowout itself.  This being said, most 
blowout contingency plans require a planning and observation period after evacuation of 
the rig.  During this period, the well is monitored for bridging.  This negates a need to 
allow more time in a contingency plan for the wellbore to bridge. 
 Bullheading and momentum kills are very similar in process.  Bullheading 
attempts to pump into the wellbore, push the blowing fluids back into the reservoir and 
finish with a wellbore full of kill-weight fluid.8  Bullheading is the most common 
method of containing onshore blowouts, and ranks third in OCS blowouts.7  The reason 
behind this statistic is the simplicity of the method and the ready availability of the 
necessary equipment on any drilling rig.  The only problem with bullheading is the 
formation typically fractures during the process.  If the mud thief zone is too shallow, 
not enough hydrostatic pressure will exist to control the blowout.  Therefore, this method 
is best suited to deeper cased holes or blowouts with short open-hole intervals.8  In ultra-
deepwater situations, some leniency concerning the thief zone depth is given due to the 
hydrostatic pressures exerted by the seawater.  This hydrostatic pressure may also save a 
bullheading operation that fractures a shallow formation.   
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Fig. 1.14 – Momentum kill theory.8 
 
 
Momentum kills are a compromise between dynamic kills and bullheading.  In 
fact, many dynamic kill attempts mentioned in literature are actually momentum kills.  
Momentum kills are reserved for blowouts where the weight of a fluid alone can not 
force the fluid down the blowing wellbore.  The purpose of the momentum kill is to 
force the kill fluid down the wellbore by creating a momentum overbalance.  Using 
higher pumping rates in conjunction with high mud weights, the momentum of the 
blowing fluid can be overcome.8  Of course, once the blowing fluid has been forced back 
into the reservoir, adequate hydrostatic head must be maintained to keep the blowing 
formation in check.   Momentum kills can be difficult to model, as some simulators do 
not recognize that, even though the theoretical hydrostatic pressure of a column of kill 
mud may kill a well, the mud is unable to make it down the blowing wellbore based on 
weight alone.  This report will not cover momentum kills for ultra-deepwater due the 
simulator’s inability to model them and because the setup and planning for a momentum 
kill is essentially the same as a dynamic kill. 
 Relief wells can be drilled with several objectives in mind.  The first objective is 
that they never be used.  This is simply due to the time and cost involved in a relief well.  
Usually relief wells are spudded early on in a blowout when the possibility they might be 
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needed arises.  While relief wells are being drilled, surface intervention techniques are 
still being attempted.  If the surface intervention succeeds before the relief well total 
depth (TD) is reached, the relief well will often be drilled and completed as a producing 
well.14  If the relief well is used to control the blowout, waterflooding, depletion, 
momentum kills, and dynamic kills are the methods used to kill the blowout. 
 If the relief well reaches TD it may be used for several purposes.  All relief wells 
drilled before the late 1970’s and some of the relief wells drilled after deal with the 
reservoir in two ways: flooding and depletion.   
 
 
 
Fig. 1.15 – Blowout control through flooding is a lengthy process.8 
 
 
Killing a blowout through flooding is a lengthy process.  This was first 
accomplished in 1933 and was the standard use of relief wells until the 1970’s.15  The 
basic concept is to pump a volume of water into the reservoir that is significant enough 
to severely reduce the relative permeability of hydrocarbons to water.8  Fig. 1.15 shows 
the waterflood does not take as long as a normal waterflood to reach the blowing well.  
This phenomenon is due the high flow rate of the blowing well causing the waterflood to 
favor a flow path towards the blowing well.8  This reduces the time needed to achieve 
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breakthrough. The waterflood needs to achieve breakthrough before the blowout can be 
killed.  The bottomhole locations of the blowing wellbore and relief well are shown in 
Fig. 1.16. Three problems exist with implementing a waterflood kill.  The first is 
obtaining an accurate reservoir model, which may not be possible with blowouts on 
exploration wells.  The second concern is that the reservoir permeability must be high 
enough that the waterflood occurs in a reasonable amount of time and with a reasonable 
volume of water reaching breakthrough.  Finally, the third problem is with pressures.  If 
the fracture pressure is exceeded and a fracture begins to propagate, the waterflood will 
not be drawn towards the blowing well, but away from it along the fracture.  On the 
other hand, the waterflood pressure must be high enough to overcome the static reservoir 
pressure in order to drive the waterflood.8 
 
  
 
Fig. 1.16 – Depletion kill or waterflood relief well bottomhole location. 
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A depletion kill is a simple process entailing exactly what the name implies.  For 
a depletion kill relief well, the relief well bottomhole locations are placed as close to 
possible to the blowing well open-hole section as seen in Fig. 1.16.  The relief well is 
then turned into a producing well, with production rates as high as flaring or emergency 
sale lines can handle.  The idea behind these actions is that the relief well production will 
deplete the reservoir around the blowing well and cause the blowout flow to subside or 
stop.8   Surface intervention methods would then be applied to permanently kill the 
blowing well.   
  In 1978, Mobil Oil had a 400 MMscfd gas blowout of a well in Indonesia’s Arun 
field. Instead of taking the expected one year or more to kill, the blowout was controlled 
in 89 days.16  A new technique invented by Mobil Oil engineers was the reason for the 
quick kill: dynamic kill.  The dynamic kill method is applied through a relief well which 
has intersected and entered the blowing wellbore as close as possible to the flowing zone 
as seen in Fig. 1.17.  The dynamic kill method uses a kill fluid, typically salt water if 
offshore, which by itself does not have sufficient hydrostatic head to control the influx.  
However, when the kill fluid is pumped through the relief well and up the annulus of the 
blowing well, high pump rates create additional frictional pressure.  This frictional 
pressure supplements the hydrostatic pressure of the kill fluid creating a pressure 
overbalance which stops the influx.8   
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Fig. 1.17 – Relief intersection point allows maximum use of frictional pressure.17 
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Fig. 1.18 – Control of large blowout completed using dynamic kill in approximately 
12 minutes.18 
 
Fig. 1.18 illustrates the dramatic kill sequence of blowout in Syria killed 
dynamically.  The series of pictures in Fig. 1.18 occurred over the span of twelve to 
fifteen minutes and shows graphically how several months of drilling a relief well 
culminates in a brief period of pumping kill fluid at high rates. Once control of a 
blowout has been gained with the light kill-fluid, a heavier mud is then pumped into the 
relief well.  This mud should be capable of statically controlling the well with its 
hydrostatic pressure.   
Dynamic kills are ideal for several situations.  The first type of situation is one 
like the 1978 Arun field blowout.  The key indicator for the suitability of a dynamic kill 
1 2 
3 4 
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was the high flowing rate.  Some blowouts have even required multiple relief wells 
pumping simultaneously due to extreme blowout flow rates.19, 18  In these wells, it is not 
possible to get the equipment in position for other kill methods such as bullheading, 
much less attempt to enact these other techniques.  The dynamic kill method 
theoretically allows for multiple wells to control an infinitely large blowout.  While in 
reality this is not practical due to pumping and other equipment requirements, the fact 
remains that the dynamic kill technique is often the best choice in high-flow rate or hard 
to access blowouts. 
For other cases, the fracture gradient may be relatively low.  Methods such as 
bullheading and momentum kills as well as surface intervention methods may raise 
wellbore pressures above the fracture pressure.  This could lead to an underground 
blowout and complicate the blowout kill process.  The dynamic kill method uses pump 
rates as the final push to overcome the wild well bottomhole pressure.  Thus, the pump 
rates can be manipulated to stay within narrow pore pressure and fracture pressure 
differentials.8  In fact, the dynamic kill itself typically causes minimal downhole damage.  
The subsequent static control method can be tailored to keep the wild well in production 
condition.  In this manner, the operator can restart production either through the relief 
well or the wild well in a relatively short period of time. 
The path for the flow of the kill fluid is down through the annulus of the relief 
well and out and up the wellbore of the wild well.  Another possible path, particularly in 
deepwater is down a drillstring in the wild well, and back up the wild well annulus.  This 
is because the dispersal of the blowing fluids is sufficient to allow well control vessel 
operation directly above the blowing well.20   These paths are theoretical paths, as there 
is evidence fluid fallback occurs.21,22  This is discussed further in the “Future Research” 
section of this thesis.  However, the assumption that no fluid fallback occurs is a proven, 
valid assumption that merely overestimates the kill-rates required.21,22   
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1.5 - Kill Method Selection 
 Fighting blowouts is best left to specialists with years of experience.  
These specialists make decisions based not only on the parameters of the situation, but 
also on their personal experience.  That being said, although there is an art to choosing a 
blowout method, there is a definite decision making process in selecting a blowout 
control method.  Figs. 1.19 (a-d) show a kill method selection flowchart from Adams 
and Kuhlman9 which shows the decision making process.  Certainly the process is an 
exhaustive one which requires a lot of experience and knowledge.  
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Fig. 1.19 (a) – Example kill method selection flowchart I.9 
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Fig. 1.19 (b) – Example kill method selection flowchart II.9 
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Fig. 1.19 (c) – Example kill method selection flowchart III.9 
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Fig. 1.19 (d) – Example kill method selection flowchart IV.9 
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CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Proposal Background and Objectives 
This study is part of a larger overall study originally submitted to the United 
States Minerals Management Service (MMS)23 and later to the Research Partnership to 
Secure Energy for America24 (RPSEA).  The intent of the study was to develop up-to-
date blowout prevention and control procedures for ultra-deepwater through modeling.  
The last major works in this area were publications such as DEA-63: Floating Vessel 
Blowout Control published by Neal Adams Firefighters in 1991.13  These studies 
concentrated on water depths from 300 to 1500 feet with some slight consideration given 
to water depths greater than 1500 feet.  At the time they were written, wells in water 
depths over 5000 feet were considered “one-off” wells that required years of planning 
and design.  Publications covering this topic put forth the idea that a relief well for one 
of these “one-off” wells might not be realistic due to planning required and technology 
at the time of publishing.13  However, in the past 13 years many advances in the 
deepwater drilling industry have been made and the limiting assumptions used in these 
studies are no longer valid.  Since 1992, 1583 wells have been drilled in water depths 
exceeding 1500 feet and 328 wells were drilled in water depths greater than 5000 feet.25  
On January 7th, 2004, Chevron U.S.A., Inc. reached total depth on a Gulf of Mexico 
Well in 10,011 feet of water, a new world record.25  Studies done in the early 1990’s also 
were not in a position to account for the many new drilling technology developments 
which have taken place over the last 13 years such as dual gradient drilling.26-28  In short, 
studies to date are comprehensive concerning floating vessel blowout control and are 
still valid for the majority of offshore drilling and blowout situations.  However, they do 
not cover all of the drilling and potential blowout scenarios possible today.  Therefore, 
the purpose of this study was not to supplant these studies, but to supplement them and 
other industry blowout prevention and control best practices to cover the new drilling 
environments and technologies which exist today.   
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The proposed overall study was to begin the development of two simulators.  The 
first simulator is concerned with the bridging tendencies of ultra-deepwater blowing 
wells.  Deepwater Gulf of Mexico sediments are widely known to be unconsolidated.  
The prevailing theory is that the majority of blowouts in ultra-deepwater would therefore 
bridge and surface or subsurface intervention methods would not be necessary.24   
The next simulator, COMASim, models the initial blowout conditions and the 
subsequent dynamic kill necessary to kill the wild well.  The simulator is capable of 
modeling either a drillstring kill or relief wells to kill the blowout.  A key feature of the 
simulator is that it is written in Java code which allows it to be easily accessed from the 
internet.   The initial version of the simulator and a report were described by Oskarsen in 
2004.29   
 The final portion of the study is to develop a series of best practices for ultra-
deepwater drilling and blowouts.  The initial intent was to develop the simulator first, 
then develop the best practices.  However, due to longer than expected simulator 
development times as well as other time constraints, this part of the study began despite 
the simulators not being fully completed and debugged.  The new intent of this project 
was to assist in the final development and debugging process of COMASim by running 
case histories and theoretical base cases as best practices were developed.   
 
2.2 Thesis Objectives 
The objectives of this study were as follows: 
 Validate the dynamic kill simulator through test cases and case histories  
 Run test cases through dynamic kill simulator (COMASim) 
 Using simulator results develop best practices recommendations for ultra-
deepwater blowout prevention and control. 
The validation of the simulator took place using two methods.  The first involved 
running several case histories through the simulator.  Attempts were made to match the 
simulator output with the real-life data.  In the likely event the simulator output did not 
match the case history, differences were pinpointed.  Then, the reasons for these 
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differences were identified.  When using case histories, there always exists the distinct 
possibility that real-life data was recorded erroneously.  When controlling a blowout, 
minimization of risk and loss is of utmost importance, while gathering data for future 
research is secondary.  Therefore, if no case histories’ results were able to be matched 
using the dynamic kill simulator, the study moved on to the next option for validation.  
This step involved using largely theoretical cases’ results as comparison material.  
Although invented, these theoretical cases were realistic in wellbore and drillstring 
sizing and reservoir properties.  However, some type of validation needed to occur, 
whether theoretical or case-history based in order for us to have any confidence in the 
later results. 
The next steps in this portion of the study, running base cases, were a simple yet time 
consuming process.  Base cases were chosen using a range of total vertical depth (TVD), 
water depth, wellbore size and drillstring size values.  These base cases were then input 
into the dynamic kill simulator first to establish pressure profiles for the initial blowing 
conditions.  Once the initial conditions had been established, the next step was to find a 
dynamic kill rate in COMASim based on several relief well or drillstring values.  The 
last step in this phase of the study was to develop a set of ultra-deepwater best practices.  
These were conceptual best practices.  This was because COMASim is a simple 
simulator with a relatively quick run time.  The best practices dealt with new 
technologies such as dual-gradient drilling as well as new environments, specifically 
water depths from 5000 feet to 10000 feet deep.  Wherever possible, the best practices 
were developed in such a way that the end-user could seamlessly integrate the new best 
practices with those already in place throughout the industry. 
 
2.3 COMASim Background 
COMASim is a Java code based program simulating blowout initial conditions 
and dynamic kill requirements.  The Java programming language was selected due to its 
versatility.  Java is a language with platform independence.  This gives potential 
COMASim users the capability to run COMASim from various platforms and operating 
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systems.  Of particular interest to potential users is the fact that COMASim is capable of 
being run from a web-based application.29 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 – Screen shot of COMASim interface shows simplicity of operation. 
 
COMASim’s interface is designed for simple operation that would require a 
minimum of page refreshes during web operation.29  Fig. 2.1 illustrates the single page 
interface with both the input and output on the same page.   
 
2.4 Simulator Calculations 
COMASim calculates the initial conditions, then calculates the required flow rate 
of kill fluid for a dynamic kill.  The initial conditions are based on multiphase 
calculations and use the concept of system or nodal analysis which is illustrated in Fig. 
2.2.  Once the IPR curve has been determined for a blowing wellbore, the kill rate can be 
determined.  Successive iterations of a system curve encompassing the blowing wellbore 
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during the kill operation will converge to a final solution.  This is shown graphically in 
Fig. 2.3.  The initial inflow performance relationship curve or IPR curve is calculated 
using a multiphase model.   
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 – Graphical example of general nodal analysis calculation.29 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3 – Example of use of nodal analysis to find required dynamic kill rate.29 
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There are three possibilities for multiphase models, one of which is selected by the user:  
 Hagendorn and Brown 
 Beggs and Brill 
 Duns and Ros 
 
 
  
Fig. 2.4 – No drillstring in wild well.29  Fig. 2.5 – Drillstring dropped.29  
 
 
    
Fig. 2.6 – Drillstring hanging from BOP.29   Fig. 2.7 Drillstring used to kill well.29 
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In addition to the multiphase model selection, the user also chooses between liquid or 
gas reservoir and the exit point, either to the mudline or to the surface.  Drillstring 
options for the wild well cover all possibilities: 
 No drillstring (Fig. 2.4) 
 Drillstring fallen to bottom (any length possible) (Fig. 2.5) 
 Drillstring hanging from BOP (any length possible) (Fig. 2.6) 
 Drillstring snubbed in to attempt dynamic kill (any length possible) (Fig. 2.7) 
 
 
Table 2.1 – Input options for COMASim. 
Marine 
Riser Riser OD Riser ID 
Heat transfer 
coefficient 
Surface 
roughness         
Riser 
Buoyancy 
Material Material 
OD 
Depth of 
Material 
Heat transfer 
coefficient           
Wild Well 
Drillstring Drillpipe OD 
Drillpipe 
ID 
Drillpipe 
length 
Drillpipe  
roughness 
Drill collar 
ID 
Drill 
collar OD 
Drill 
collar 
length 
  
Wild Well 
Drillstring 
Options No 
drillstring 
Drillstring 
hanging 
from BOP 
Drillstring 
dropped to 
bottom 
Kill with 
drillstring         
Wild 
Wellbore 
Geometry 
Total 
vertical 
depth 
Casing 
depth from 
MSL 
Water depth 
from MSL 
Open hole 
ID 
Open hole 
roughness Casing ID 
Casing 
roughness   
Formation 
Fluid 
Options 
Gas and 
oil 
gravities 
Bubble 
point 
pressure 
H2S, C02, N2 
concentrations 
Water 
gravity and 
salinity 
Specific 
heat of 
formation 
liquid       
Reservoir 
Properties 
Average 
reservoir 
pressure 
Exit 
pressure Permeability 
Drainage 
area 
Height of 
reservoir 
Gas Oil 
ratio Water cut 
Flowing 
time of 
blowout 
Thermal 
Properties 
Thermal 
gradient 
Exit 
temperature 
of fluid 
Constant 
volume and 
pressure 
specific heats 
Formation 
thermal 
conductivity 
Formation 
thermal 
diffusivity 
Heat 
transfer 
coefficient 
Joule-
Thompson 
coefficient 
Straight-
line or 
Newtonian 
fluid 
Kill Fluid 
Mud 
weight Yield point 
Plastic 
viscosity Salinity 
Surface 
temperature 
of kill fluid 
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The term simple has been applied to COMASim in this section several times.  It 
can certainly be seen from Table 2.1 that this is a relative term.  COMASim’s available 
inputs are more than adequate to handle the large majority of case histories and test cases 
available.  In fact, as with most simulators, using COMASim will require users to 
assume values for many parameters.  A further investigation into the programming and 
theory behind COMASim are available in Oskarsen’s 2004 report.29  
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CHAPTER III 
COMASIM RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
 
3.1 COMASim Simulation Input Values 
 
The input values for COMASim were chosen after careful consideration.  First, I 
chose a gas blowout as the default.  As will be shown later on, COMASim was 
calibrated with a pseudo case history from Watson, et al.8   Since I was unable to obtain a 
verification of COMASim from any other sources, I based the simulation run inputs on 
the Watson case that verified the simulator.  This case was a gas blowout which allowed 
me to use the gas reservoir option.  Since the ultimate goal of this study is to consider 
deepwater blowouts, I chose the “exit to mudline” rather than the “exit to atmosphere” 
exit point.  In a deepwater blowout situation, the drillship will disconnect the riser and 
evacuate the area to avoid danger to equipment and personnel.  The ratings and locations 
of BOPs and risers are the main reasons that drillships will move off the location in the 
event of a blowout.  
BOPE (blowout preventer equipment) is normally located on the seafloor for 
floating drilling.  This reduces the weight of drillstring requiring support as well as 
reducing the drillship’s weight.  Risers are also not rated for high pressures.  This allows 
the riser assembly to be lightweight, increasing the capacity of the drillship to store 
longer lengths of riser material.  
I chose the formation fluid to be a pure gas with no H2S, CO2, or N2 content and 
having a specific gas gravity of 0.6.  These values were again chosen to coincide with 
the matching case history.  In the Watson, et. al.8 example, the pore pressure gradient is 
0.624 psi/ft.  I decided to round this gradient off to 0.6 psi/ft and use it for all of my 
cases.  Thus, I have a constant pore pressure gradient regardless of the TVD or water 
depth.  To match the initial blowing conditions of the Watson case history, I manipulated 
the permeability, drainage area and pay zone thickness and arrived at values of 10 md, 
10,000 acres and 100 ft respectively.  These are not typical values for Gulf of Mexico 
ultra-deep water reservoirs.  A typical reservoir might have values of 100 md and only a 
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thousand acre drainage area.  However, this was the only way to get the simulator to 
match up with the Watson example.  Therefore I decided to keep the values the same as 
the only validating example I currently had.  I kept the same values for the COMASim 
simulation runs with the exception of the reservoir height.  The high cost of developing 
deepwater reservoirs currently means that only the larger reservoirs are being developed.  
I changed the reservoir height to 100 ft to more accurately depict a typical deepwater 
situation. 
The blowing wellbore was setup to simulate drilling ahead after setting casing.  
During the drilling process, casing is often set before abnormally pressured zones are 
entered to protect other normally pressured zones.  I assumed that a blowout while 
drilling ahead would be encountered in one of these abnormally pressured zones.  I used 
a casing shoe depth of 500 feet less than the TVD to simulate this situation.  I simulated 
three different casing sizes to account for different times in the drilling process.  The 
first size I used was 8 5/8 inch OD, 44 lb/ft P-110 grade casing.30  This size represents 
the production tubing in deepwater producing well.  This casing size is slightly larger 
than is typically associated with production tubing, however deepwater wells will have 
multilateral construction and fairly high flow rates necessitating the larger casing sizes.  
The second size I used was 10 ¾ in OD, 60.7 lb/ft, P-110 grade casing.30  This size 
would represent the liner or last string of intermediate casing in a large deepwater well.  
With an ID of 9.66 inches, bits and completion tools for multilateral construction could 
pass through leaving a small drift margin.  The last casing size I used was 12 ¾ inch OD, 
53 lb/ft. casing.31  This is a non-typical size of casing, however I used it to keep the size 
difference fairly constant between the three casing sizes.  This casing is a lighter weight 
casing suitable for lower pressured formations and could be used as surface casing in 
deeper holes due to its light overall weight.  This light overall weight would guard 
against the parting of the casing string as it was lowered into the hole.  The hole sizes 
were calculated from the Schlumberger Field Data Handbook to be 7.375 inches, 9 
inches and 11 inches respectively.31  The drillstring in this wellbore varied in length at 
100%, 50%, and 25% of the TVD.  I chose a 5 ½ inch OD, 24.7 lb/ft drillpipe.  The 
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slightly heavier 5 ½ in. drillpipe was chosen to account for increased downhole pressures 
as well as being able to support long drillstring lengths without parting. 
The surface temperature was assumed to be 70 oF as stated in the Watson 
example.  The geothermal gradient was 1.5 oF/100 ft. with an exit temperature of the 
flowing fluid of 120 oF.  The kill fluid weight was assumed to 8.5 lb/gal.  The kill fluid 
was assumed to be brackish water.  Pure Gulf of Mexico seawater hydrostatic can be 
considered to be slightly higher in the area of 8.6 lb/gal.  However, I chose a slightly 
lower weight to build a safety factor into my results.  The higher weight of seawater 
would result in a lower kill rate.  The characteristics of the relief well needed to deliver 
this fluid depended on the TVD of the blowing well.  I assumed that the relief well 
always intersected at the TVD of the blowing well.  From there, I used ratios of 1, 1.5 
and 2 for the Measured Depth/TVD of the relief well.  For each of these ratios, I 
calculated kill rates for Annular ID/ drill pipe (DP)relief well OD ratios of 2 and 1.5.  I 
assumed a constant drillpipe OD of 5 inches, meaning the annular ID was either 10 
inches or 7.5 inches.  The 10 inch annular ID scenario is much more likely in a real life 
situation.  The planning of the relief well would include attempting to get the largest 
possible casing size at the intersection of the relief well and blowing well.  This would 
maximize the flow capability of the relief well and minimize the standpipe pressure on 
the relief well.  However, I included the 7.5 inch annular ID because unforeseen 
problems in the drilling of the relief well might necessitate the use of an additional 
casing string, thus lowering the annular clearance in the relief well.  After investigation, 
I decided against the use of a drillpipe flow path in the relief well.32,33  The drillpipe flow 
path is typically only used when snubbing into the blowing wellbore and attempting a 
dynamic kill without the drilling of a relief well.  The reduction in available flow caused 
by using a drillpipe flow path would make many relief wells insufficient to control the 
blowouts. 
After completing several hundred simulations, I realized there was a need to 
allow multiple relief wells.  After working with Oskarsen to improve COMASim, it was 
made capable of calculating kill parameters for multiple relief wells from 1 to 99.  I 
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initially ran each simulation for a single relief well.  If the standpipe pressure exceeded 
15000 psi, then I continued adding relief wells until the 15000 psi threshold was met.  
After 10 relief wells, I stopped the simulations due to the high improbability that 10 or 
more relief wells would ever be drilled. 
 I used the straight line temperature model and Hagedorn and Brown multiphase 
flow model because these models gave the most consistent results over a broad range of 
situations.34 
 
3.2 COMASim Simulation Procedure 
The simulation runs were completed using a Dell laptop running Windows XP.  
The  COMASim initial condition simulations were completed according to Appendix A.  
The runs were first split into 190 series.  These series were based on drillstring status, 
wild well TVD, water depth, casing size and casing length.  The data gathered in these 
190 series included flowing rates and a pressure profile for each set of parameters.  The 
results are shown in Appendix B and Appendix D. Once the initial condition runs were 
completed, 777 different blowout and relief well scenarios were run through COMASim.  
These scenarios were based on the original 190 initial conditions.  Each of the series 
blowouts’ were killed with various types of relief wells.  The relief well Annular ID to 
drillpipe OD ratio and measured depth to intersection point ratio were varied.  The 
minimum kill rate, stand pipe pressure and horsepower were recorded in Appendix C 
and Appendix E.   
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Fig. 3.1 – Typical 15000 psi fracturing vessel.45 
 
In the event that the stand pipe pressure exceeded 15000 psia, further simulations were 
run to determine the number of relief wells needed to bring the stand pipe pressure down 
to 15000 psia or less.  If 10 relief wells or more were needed, the simulations were 
stopped.  The 15000 psi threshold was determined after a search for large offshore 
pumping units.  All of the major supplies of offshore fracturing equipment have vessels 
similar to Fig. 3.1 which are listed at a maximum of 15000 psi working pressure.35 
 
3.3 Validation of COMASim 
 An extensive blowout data collection effort was undertaken at the beginning of 
this study.  Sources of data were MMS incident and investigation reports, Matthew 
Daniels blowout data, Larry Flak of Boots and Coots and the Skalle, et al. database 
courtesy of Dr. A.L. Podio.  Unfortunately, in all the available blowout case histories, 
either COMASim was unable to match the results or the case histories were so lacking in 
data that no attempt at matching was possible.  While this was a setback, it was not 
unexpected.  For example, the case histories courtesy of Larry Flak were of extremely 
high blowout rates from unusually productive reservoirs.36  COMASim was programmed 
initially based on theory.   So, since no simultaneous validation and programming 
solutions work has been attempted, the unusual case histories that are available are not 
able to be simulated.  Future validation efforts should be focused on blowout case 
histories instead of theoretical validation. 
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 COMASim has been validated theoretically.  The initial condition curves 
validated by replicating the Beggs and Brill pressure profiles in Production Optimization 
Using NODALtm Analysis.29  The initial condition flow rates and kill rates were validated 
using examples from Advanced Well Control: SPE Textbook Series Vol. 10.8  The 
blowout data given is Table 3.1.   
 
Table 3.1 – Blowout information for COMASim validation problem.8 
Wellbore Configuration 
  
   Vertical depth 1770 ft 
   Perforation midpoint depth 11500 ft 
   Casing description 
7 in., 29.0 lbm/ft, P-
110 
   Casing nominal ID 6.184 in. 
   Casing capacity 0.037 bbl/ft 
   Perforation quantity and number 50 X 0.45 in 
Blowout Data 
  
   Formation fluid Single-Phase Gas 
   Specific gravity 0.6 
   Specific heat ratio 1.27 
   Gas temperature at exit point 120 oF 
   Static pore pressure 12 ppg equivalent 
Other Known or Assumed 
Information 
  
   Fracture initiation gradient at perfs 0.82 psi/ft 
   Fraction propagation gradient 0.73 psi/ft 
   Geothermal wellbore temperature 70 oF + 1.5 oF/100 ft 
Standard Measurement Conditions 
  
   Pressure 14.65 psia 
   Temperature 60 oF 
 
 
Example 10.3 in Advanced Well Control: SPE Textbook Series Vol. 10 calculates 
the critical flow rate of gas be 23.6 MMscf/D.  COMASim gives flow rate of 24.95 
MMscf/Day when run with the data in Table 3.1.  Example 10.6 deals with relief well 
pumping requirements.  Advanced Well Control: SPE Textbook Series Vol. 10 deals in 
hand calculations throughout all of its examples and Example 10.6 is no exception.  The 
method used in the text is a simple hand calculation known with the final answer 
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obtained with a zero-derivative solution.8  This type of calculation significantly over 
calculates the dynamic kill rate as shown in Fig. 3.2.  A detailed discussion of this topic 
is available in Oskarsen (2004).29   
 
 
Fig. 3.2 – Comparison of solution types shows zero-derivative curve grossly over 
calculates the dynamic kill solution.29 
 
COMASim calculated a dynamic kill rate of 78.5 bbl/min using a multiphase 
solution.  Although Watson, et al. did not provide a multiphase solution to Example 10.6, 
the answer fits with the relationship between the zero-derivative answer provided and 
the multiphase solution COMASim calculated.  Example 10.7 in Advanced Well Control: 
SPE Textbook Series Vol. 10 provides a perfect match in with dynamic kill rates.  The 
problem statement in Example 10.7 uses data in Table 3.1 with several exceptions 
concerning the relief well.  The measured depth (MD) of the relief well is changed to 
11,950 feet and the annular ID and drill pipe OD are 8.535 inches and 3.5 inches 
respectively.  Since Example 10.7 deals with simple hand pressure calculations, a kill 
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rate of 100 bbl/min is given in the problem statement as well.  Apparently Watson, et al.  
used a multiphase model to make the problem more realistic.  When COMASim ran the 
given data, it too came out with a dynamic kill rate of exactly 100 bbl/min.  The 
agreement in values with Examples 10.3, 10.6 and 10.7 from Advanced Well Control: 
SPE Textbook Series Vol. 10 indicates COMASim is theoretically sound.  Therefore, the 
COMASim results discussed in this report can be viewed with a high degree of 
confidence. 
 
3.4 COMASim Initial Condition Analyses 
COMASim was used to simulate 190 separate blowout situations.  Each 
simulation resulted in a flowing rate and a pressure profile which are recorded in 
Appendix B.  From these simulations several distinct trends were extracted.  These 
trends can be predicted by anyone with a working knowledge of wellbores.   By taking 
into account the frictional pressure losses and imposed pressures, the effect on a 
wellbore pressure profile can be predicted.  However, while these trends are not ground-
breaking, they do indicate COMASim is calculating the initial conditions of the blowout 
correctly.   
COMASim’s data output presented a significant problem during data collection.  
The graphing function for COMASim graphs a curve based on a large number of data 
points creating a smooth curve.   
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However, the table output to the left of the graph (Fig. 3.3) is limited to ten 
equally spaced data points.  COMASim was not programmed to recognize important 
changes in the pressure profile or any other graphs.  Therefore, when a significant 
change occurs, it most likely will not be recorded in the table unless it happens to occur 
exactly at one the ten depth values.  For this simulation, this error meant that the change 
in pressure at the casing shoe was not output correctly in the table for the majority of the 
simulation runs.      
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Fig. 3.4 – Numerical output for a hanging drillstring at 13000 ft 
TVD, 13000 ft drillstring, 5000 ft of water, 10 3⁄4 casing. 
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Fig. 3.5 – Close-up of graph from Fig. 3.3, a hanging drillstring at 
13000 ft TVD, 13000 ft drillstring, 5000 ft of water, 10 3⁄4 inch casing. 
 
This can be seen by comparing Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.4.  In Fig. 3.4 the casing shoe/open 
hole effect on the pressure profile is shown at 12,200 feet as opposed to the actual point 
at 12,500 feet shown in Fig. 3.5 which is a close-up of the graph in Fig. 3.3.  This 
deficiency in the simulator limits analysis to a trend based analysis as opposed to a 
numerical analysis or comparison concerning the pressure profile. 
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3.5 Effect of Casing Size and Drillstring Presence on Initial Conditions 
Fig. 3.6 – 3.8 illustrate typical initial condition or flowing pressure profiles for 
hanging drillstring, dropped drillstring and no drillstring situations.  In Fig. 3.6 -3.8 the 
drillstring length is 100% of TVD.  This explains the similarity between a dropped 
drillstring and a hanging drillstring pressure profiles.   
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Fig. 3.6 – Hanging drillstring situations shows typical behavior for pressure profile. 
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Fig. 3.7 – Dropped drillstring data matches hanging drillstring pressure profile. 
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No Drillstring, 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft Water Depth
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Fig. 3.8 – No drillstring in hole reduces pressure value and variation. 
 
The values do differ slightly as evidenced by Table 3.2, however the difference 
is minute enough to ignore. 
 
Table 3.2 – Hanging and dropped drillstrings  
allow almost identical flow rates. 
 
Casing 
Size 
Drillstring 
Status Qg 
OD, inches   MMscf/d 
    8.625 Hanging    31.49  
   10.75  Hanging   122.61  
   12.75  Hanging   203.96  
    8.625 Dropped    31.47  
   10.75  Dropped   122.56  
   12.75  Dropped   203.92  
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While Table 3.2 does illustrate that hanging and dropped full length drillstrings 
are essentially equal in flow rate values, the dropped drillstring flow rates were lower 
than the corresponding hanging drillstring flow rates in all three cases.  Fig. 3.6 – 3.7 
show a sharp increase in pressure loss in the bottom 500 feet of the wellbore.  The 
pressure loss is highlighted in Fig. 3.7.  This increase is due to the coefficient of 
roughness, , being almost 18,500 times larger for an open wellbore as opposed to a 
cased wellbore.  The open hole  is 0.12 inches and the cased hole  is 0.00065 inches.  
This high  results in the dramatic increase in pressure loss experienced in the wellbore.   
 The decreasing absolute value of the slope in the pressure profile as the casing 
size decreases is related to a casing size’s ability to accommodate blowout flow.  As 
seen in Table 3.2, increasing sizes of casing causes a large increase in surface flow rate, 
Qg,surface.  Larger sizes of casing do not impose as much frictional pressure loss as smaller 
diameters of casing.   
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Eq. 3.1  shows why the frictional pressure loss increases as diameter decreases. The 
decreasing diameter also results in a higher velocity, exacerbating the pressure loss due 
to friction. For example, the pressure differential from liquid entry to liquid exit in the 
wellbore for the case shown in Fig. 3.6 is 4856 psi for 8 5/8 inch casing and 1221 psi for 
12 ¾ inch casing.  Since the exit pressure is kept constant for both casing sizes, this 
results in a smaller slope on the pressure profile graph for the 8 5/8 inch casing.  This 
also results in an increase in Qg,surface for the 12 ¾ inch casing due to a lower bottom hole 
pressure.  The lower bottom hole pressure creates a larger negative pressure differential 
with respect the reservoir pressure causing an increased Qg,surface.   
 The difference between the pressure profile shown in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.6 -3.7 is 
also frictional pressure loss related.  As previously discussed, smaller flow areas, i.e. the 
8 5/8 inch casing, have larger differential pressures due to increased frictional pressure 
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loss.  Continuing this concept to Fig. 3.8 shows why its pressure drops are less than that 
of Fig. 3.6-3.7.  With no drillstring in the wellbore, the frictional pressure drop is much 
less than that of wellbores with the added obstruction of a drillstring.  The pressure 
differential for an 8 5/8 inch cased wellbore with no drillstring is 756.5 psi compared to 
a pressure differential of 4856 psi for an 8 5/8 inch cased wellbore with the drillstring 
present.   
 
Table 3.3 – Blowing wellbores with no drillstring have higher Qg,surface. 
Casing 
Size 
Drillstring 
Status Qg 
OD, inches   MMscf/d 
    8.625 Hanging    31.49  
   10.75  Hanging   122.61  
   12.75  Hanging   203.96  
    8.625 Dropped    31.47  
   10.75  Dropped   122.56  
   12.75  Dropped   203.92  
    8.625 No Drillstring   215.70  
   10.75  No Drillstring   230.61  
   12.75  No Drillstring   238.90  
 
 
This low pressure loss in the drillstring-less wellbore also results in a much 
higher surface flow rate as shown in Table 3.3.  Notice however, that as the pressure 
losses decrease, the increase in flow caused by larger casing sizes is less.  This effect is 
most likely due to flow becoming primarily dependent on the pressure differential 
between the exit point and the pore pressure as opposed to being regulated by the 
frictional pressure drop.  In the no drillstring case, frictional pressure losses do not affect 
the surface flow rate in the same manner as cases when a drillstring is present.   
 
3.6 Effect of Drillstring Length 
The previous discussion shows the effect of the presence of a drillstring that is 
100 percent of the TVD.  However, the majority of kicks, and resulting blowouts occur 
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during tripping operations.8  Thus, the drillstring will not be on bottom.  To simulate 
these conditions in COMASim, I varied the drillstring length for the various scenarios.  
 
  
 
Fig. 3.9 – Effect of drillstring length on hanging drillstring, 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft 
water depth, 10 3⁄4 inch casing. 
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Fig. 3.10 – Effect of drillstring length on dropped drillstring, 13000 ft. TVD, 5000 ft 
water depth, 10 3⁄4 inch casing. 
 
Fig. 3.9 – 3.10 are typical of the trends that occurred when drillstring length was 
varied.  Again, due to predetermined data points, the curves are not exactly correct.  The 
points where the pressure profiles experience severe breaks may be off by several 
hundred feet.   
 The drillstring increases the frictional pressure drop calculated in eq. 3.1 by 
decreasing the effective diameter and increasing the velocity of the fluid.  As previously 
discussed, the drillstring causes the pressure profile to flatten out due to increased 
pressure drop.  When hanging from a subsea BOP as shown in Fig. 2.6, the typical 
pressure profile resembles Fig. 3.9.  As indicated on Fig. 3.9 the drillstring caused 
increased pressure losses along its length.  An interesting phenomenon was shown in Fig. 
3.9 as well.  The curves for drillstring lengths of 25 percent and 50 percent of TVD show 
no increased pressure loss due to the open hole.  Since there is no drillstring to increase 
Casing Shoe Top of DS 
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velocity in that section, the roughness increase due to an open wellbore does not have a 
significant effect.  Only in situations such Fig. 3.7 or Fig. 3.10 where drillstring is 
located in the open hole section does the increase in roughness make a noticeable 
difference in the pressure profile. 
 Fig. 3.10 displays a typical pressure profile for a dropped drillstring.  From the 
bottom of the wellbore, the first break in the pressure profile is the casing shoe.  This is 
the transition from the large roughness factor of the open hole to the small roughness 
factor of the casing.  The second break is at the top of the dropped drillstring.  Once the 
drillstring top is cleared, frictional pressure losses drop significantly.   
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Fig. 3.11 – Difference between 3250 ft. of drillstring in 13000 ft TVD 
in 5000 ft of water with 10 3⁄4 inch casing. 
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 Fig. 3.11 is a graphical representation of the difference in pressure profiles for a 
hanging and dropped drillstring.  Of particular interest in well control and blowout 
control are the ending points of both pressure profiles.  According to Fig. 3.11, if the 
deepest formation was considered to be a weak formation, then hanging the drillstring 
off of the BOPs would be an advisable precaution in order to avoid the large bottomhole 
pressures exerted by a dropped drillstring.  A dropped drillstring in the wrong conditions 
could cause the formation to fracture resulting in an underground blowout.   
The increased pressure loss occurs due to the constriction between the wellbore 
and drillpipe.   Eq. 3.1 shows that while the diameter becomes smaller due to the 
drillpipe’s presence, the resulting increasing velocity is the main cause of frictional 
pressure loss.  Since both a smaller diameter and a larger velocity both increase the 
frictional pressure, there is an extreme difference between the frictional pressure loss in 
an empty wellbore and a wellbore with drillpipe present.   
  
3.7 Kill with Drillstring Initial Conditions 
The discussion covering initial conditions for the “Kill With Drillstring” 
drillstring position options is separated out from the other three options due to two main 
differences.  First, the “Kill With Drillstring” option is the only one which takes into 
account frictional pressure drop in the marine riser.  A comparison of Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 
2.7 yields a visual picture of the difference.  Second, blowouts with the other three 
drillstring options selected require a separate relief well or wells to kill the blowout.   
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Fig. 3.12 – 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft water depth, 10 3⁄4 inch casing, drillstring is 75% 
of TVD. 
 
A kill with drillstring pressure profile is similar to a hanging drillstring pressure 
profile.  The main difference is the drillstring effect is felt throughout the entire wellbore.  
Thus, a drillstring that is 75 percent of the TVD has less of an effect on the formation in 
a hanging drillstring situation.  Fig. 3.12 illustrates the difference between the two.  The 
data composing Fig. 3.12 as well as all of the other kill with drillstring initial condition 
runs can be found in Appendix D.  The kill with drillstring curve shows a break at 75 
percent of the total depth.  Meanwhile, the break or bottom of the drillstring is at water 
depth plus 75 percent of total depth for the hanging drillstring.  The “kill with 
drillstring” option exhibits a much steeper pressure profile but an overall lower pressure 
loss.   
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Table 3.4 – Kill with drillstring configuration yields higher Qg,surface. 
Drillstring Status 
DS 
Length Qg, surface 
    % of TVD MMscf/d 
Hanging 100 122.614 
Hanging 75 122.614 
Hanging 50 145.719 
Kill w/ DS 100 122.562 
Kill w/ DS 75 156.021 
Kill w/ DS 50 190.456 
 
This steeper pressure profile yields a higher surface flow rate as shown in Table 3.4.  
The previous discussion on flow rates covering Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 applies in this 
instance as well.  The lower pressure loss exhibited in the kill with the drillstring 
configuration is the root cause of the higher flow rates.   
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Fig. 3.13 - Kill with drillstring, 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft water depth, 10 3⁄4 inch 
casing shows decreasing bottom-hole pressures as drillstring length decreases. 
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 Drillstring length also causes differences in pressure profile and bottom-hole 
pressure.  Fig. 3.13 and Table 3.5 show the effect of drillstring length on pressure 
profiles in a kill with drillstring setup.  The shorter drillstring lengths result in a steeper 
pressure profile with less pressure loss in the wellbore.  The lower pressure loss in the 
wellbore results in a higher flow rate.  This effect is similar to that of varying the casing 
size.   
 
Table 3.5 – Kill with drillstring, 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft water depth, 10 3⁄4           
inch casing shows flow rate increases as drillstring length decreases. 
 
DS 
Length Qg,surface 
% of TVD MMscf/d 
100 122.562 
75 156.02 
50 190.465 
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Fig. 3.14- Kill with drillstring, 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft water depth, drillstring length 
is 75% of TVD.  
 
Fig. 3.14 shows the effect of varying the casing size in a kill with the drillstring 
situation is similar to that of any other drillstring option.  The smaller casing decreases 
the flow area and increases the velocity.  This in turn causes the frictional pressures to go 
up.  The 8 5/8 inch casing curve depicted in Fig. 3.14 shows a much larger pressure drop 
compared to the 12 ¾ inch casing due to smaller flow area.   
 
3.8 Dynamic Kill Requirements for Relief Well Necessary Situations 
Of the four COMASim drillstring options, the hanging drillstring, dropped 
drillstring and no drillstring all require relief wells to control the blowout.  The kill with 
the drillstring option does not require a relief well as the name indicates.  Therefore the 
latter option will be treated separately. 
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Fig. 3.15 – Relief well flow path. 
 
For the remaining three drillstring options, the flow path for the kill fluid is 
shown in Fig. 3.15.  For the three drillstring options requiring a relief well to quell the 
blowout, the dynamic kill parameters of standpipe pressure, number of relief wells, 
hydraulic horsepower and dynamic kill rate follow the same trends.  
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 Table 3.6 – 13000 ft TVD, 5000 ft water depth, kill rate                                    
increases with increasing casing size. 
 
Drillstring 
Status 
Casing 
Size 
Kill 
Rate 
  OD, inches gal/min 
Hanging DS 8 5/8 217.8 
Hanging DS 10 3/4 1266.3 
Hanging DS 12 3/4 4294.8 
Dropped DS 8 5/8 218.6 
Dropped DS 10 3/4 1270.4 
Dropped DS 12 3/4 4307.7 
No DS 8 5/8 7662.7 
No DS 10 3/4 14093.4 
No DS 12 3/4 24879.6 
  
 
The first parameter taken into consideration is the dynamic kill rate.  The 
dynamic kill rate is the rate at which the kill fluid must be pumped to create sufficient 
bottomhole pressure to control the blowout.  COMASim does not account for fluid 
fallback, therefore these kill rates are slightly conservative.  Fluid fallback is when the 
kill fluid flows against the blowout flow.  For a blowout with a given rate, the kill fluid 
might overcome the momentum of the blowout fluid and begin to fall back down the 
wellbore in small quantities with the majority of it continuing up the wellbore.  The fluid 
fallback creates an additional back pressure on the formation and begins to limit the 
blowout flow.  This is a circular process that eventually leads to control of the blowout 
flow or a zero net liquid flow situation with regards to the kill fluid.  Either way, fluid 
fallback helps reduce the necessary dynamic kill rate.  Thus, ignoring fluid fallback 
simply builds in a safety factor to COMASim’s calculations.  Table 3.6 shows a typical 
set of kill rates for a wellbore configuration.  The dynamic kill rate increases as casing 
size increases for all of the drillstring positions.  The increase in required kill rate is due 
to the increased flow rate and reduced wild well bore constriction.  When Table 3.6 is 
compared with Table 3.3, this trend is more apparent.   
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Fig. 3.16 –Dynamic kill rates differ widely among drillstring statuses as drillstring 
length decreases. 
 
The drillstring length was kept constant at 100% of the TVD in Table 3.6.  
However if the drillstring length is varied as in Fig. 3.16, the dynamic kill rate begins to 
vary widely as shown. The dropped drillstring dynamic kill rate does not change as 
much.  Since the drillstring is always on the bottom, and the relief well/blowing well 
intersection is also on the bottom, the drillstring always creates a high frictional pressure 
drop.  Due to the high frictional pressure drop with all drillstring lengths, the dynamic 
kill rate will not vary as widely.  For the hanging drillstring, the shortening of the 
drillstring pulls the bottom of the drillstring away from the relief well/blowing hole 
intersection thus opening up the wellbore and creating a no drillstring situation in a 
portion of the wellbore.  Table 3.6 shows that a no drillstring situation increases the 
dynamic kill rates.  For that reason, the hanging drillstring dynamic kill rates begin to 
        Hanging Drillstring 
        Dropped Drillstring 
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increase dramatically as the drillstring length is reduced.  Fig. 3.16 shows a increase of 
over 1000 gal/min for the hanging drillstring length of 25 % of TVD.  The hanging 
drillstring and dropped drillstring have nearly identical flow rates and therefore nearly 
identical dynamic kill rates.  When there is no drillstring in the hole, the flow rates and 
therefore the dynamic kill rates increase.   The reason for the increase in flow rates was 
previously discussed and shown to be a result of decreasing frictional pressure losses.   
 
Table 3.7 – Increasing relief well MD/TVD ratio increases relief well parameters. 
Casing 
Size Relief well 
SPP for 
single 
# of 
Relief SPP/well 
Pump hp 
per 
  
MD/TVD 
ratio Relief Well Wells   Relief Well 
OD, inches   psi   psi hp 
8 5/8 1.0  3124.5 1  3124.5   397.  
8 5/8 1.5  3159.5 1  3159.    401.4 
8 5/8 2.0  3185.2 1  3185.2   404.7 
10 3/4 1.0  5130.3 1  5130.3  3790.1 
10 3/4 1.5  6255.7 1  6255.7  4621.5 
10 3/4 2.0  7081.  1  7081.   5231.2 
12 3/4 1.0 25318.1 2  8962.2 11228.5 
12 3/4 1.5 36274.9 2 11741.  14710.  
12 3/4 2.0 47231.7 2 14519.8 18191.5 
 
 
Relief well parameters besides the dynamic kill rate also increase as the wild well 
casing size increases.  The standpipe pressure for the relief well increases due to the 
increased kill rates.  The number of relief wells was dependent of the 15000 psi 
standpipe pressure threshold discussed earlier.  Table 3.7, taken from the hanging 
drillstring blowout shown in Table 3.6, shows the 12 ¾ inch casing needed a much 
higher dynamic kill rate, therefore two relief wells would be needed to accommodate the 
higher standpipe pressures.  Even when the flow rate is split between two relief wells, 
the standpipe pressure per well is still higher for the 12 ¾ inch casing than for the 8 5/8 
inch or 10 ¾ inch casing.  The pump hydraulic horsepower exhibits the same trend as the 
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standpipe pressure.  The values vary over a very wide range of measured depth to total 
vertical depth ratios or MD/TVD ratios, but the larger relief well MD/TVD ratios will 
not likely occur in practice.  Thus for each casing size, the lower value for relief well 
parameters are the most realistic.  This allows a dynamic kill to be considered in more 
situations due to increases capability and availability of drilling and pumping equipment.  
The reasons behind this are laid out in the best practices section of this thesis. 
 The hanging drillstring and dropped drillstring in the example case used 
throughout the thesis require two relief wells at most.  However, when there is no 
drillstring in the blowing wellbore, the dynamic kill requirements increase significantly.  
The end result of the increased dynamic kill requirements is an increased number of 
relief wells.   
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Fig. 3.17 – Increasing casing size in with no drillstring present  
increases number of relief wells required. 
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Using the 15000 psi standpipe pressure threshold, Fig. 3.17 shows the sharp 
increase in the number of relief wells as the casing size increases.  This factor is likely to 
be reduced in as slimhole drilling, casing drilling and dual gradient drilling become more 
common.  These technologies reduce the size and number of casing used during various 
portions of the drilling program, thus reducing the flow rates of potential blowouts. Fig. 
3.17 also reinforces the need to keep the relief well MD/TVD ratio down, to reduce the 
number of relief wells required. 
 
3.9 Dynamic Kill Requirement for Kill with the Drillstring Situation 
 Controlling a blowout with a drillstring in the blowing wellbore is an entirely 
different proposition from using a relief well.  As will be discussed later in the best 
practices section the two methods may even be attempted concurrently.  Therefore, the 
discussions of the two types of kill paths are separate.  The results for the kill with the 
drillstring simulations are shown in Appendix E.  
 
Table 3.8 – Kill with drillstring kill rates similar to dropped drillstring. 
Drillstring 
Status 
Casing 
Size 
Kill 
Rate 
  OD, inches gal/min 
Kill w/ DS 8 5/8 216 
Kill w/ DS 10 3/4 1270.4 
Kill w/ DS 12 3/4 4307.7 
Hanging DS 8 5/8 217.8 
Hanging DS 10 3/4 1266.3 
Hanging DS 12 3/4 4294.8 
Dropped DS 8 5/8 218.6 
Dropped DS 10 3/4 1270.4 
Dropped DS 12 3/4 4307.7 
No DS 8 5/8 7662.7 
No DS 10 3/4 14093.4 
No DS 12 3/4 24879.6 
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Controlling the blowout with the drillstring requires similar flow rates to the 
dropped drillstring and hanging drillstring situations as indicated in Table 3.8.  The 
reasons for the kill rates being lower than that of a no drillstring situation are the same as 
previously discussed for the hanging and dropped drillstring.   
 
Table 3.9 – Decreasing drillstring length increases kill requirements. 
Casing 
Size 
DS 
Length Kill Rate SPP Horsepower 
OD, inches % of TVD gal/min psi hp 
8.625 100 216 3156.2 402.5 
8.625 75 508.6 6488.5 1925.4 
8.625 50 1079.8 9246.8 5825.4 
8.625 25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED 
10.75 100 1270.4 5037.1 3733.4 
10.75 75 3038.4 13959.8 24746.8 
10.75 50 6606.7 31824.1 122667.8 
10.75 25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED 
12.75 100 4307.7 22903.8 57563.5 
12.75 75 9908 81039.6 468461.8 
12.75 50 21736.8 239274 3034446.9 
12.75 25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED 
 
  
If the drillstring length is decreased in a kill with the drillstring scenario, the 
relief well requirements rise significantly as indicated in Table 3.9.  This increase in 
requirements is due to reduced wellbore constriction as the drillstring length shortens.  
The kill rate must increase to impart the same frictional pressure drop over a shorter 
length of constriction.  The other kill requirements obviously follow the kill rate increase.  
During the simulations, COMASim crashed as drillstring lengths approached 25 percent 
of TVD.  Error message stated that the friction factor failed.  This failure was most likely 
due to the inability of the short wellbore constriction to provide enough frictional 
pressure loss to control the bottomhole pressure.  However, this is only conjecture and I 
can not be sure of the reason.  Whether or not the friction factor failure means it is 
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physically impossible to dynamically kill the well is unknown.  Also, of interest are the 
large standpipe pressures starting with the 50 percent drillstring length in 10 ¾ inch 
casing.  Because these pressures are above the 15000 psi working pressure threshold, a 
dynamic kill would not be possible through the drillstring.   
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Fig. 3.18 – Kill rates increase for larger casing sizes. 
 
The kill rate also increases as the blowing wellbore casing size increases.  Fig. 
3.18 indicates a large difference in the required kill rates between 8 5/8 inch casing and 
12 ¾ inch casing.  This difference is due to the reduced constriction in the wellbore in 
the larger casing sizes.  This reduced constriction requires a higher flow rate to kill the 
well.  The 8 5/8 inch casing dynamic kill requirements do not vary nearly as much as 
those for the 12 ¾ inch casing.  This also is due to the increased constriction imparted by 
the 8 5/8 inch casing.   
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CHAPTER IV 
ULTRA-DEEP WATER BLOWOUT PREVENTION AND 
CONTROL 
 
4.1 Ultra-deepwater Drilling Equipment 
 Ultra-deepwater drilling equipment and methods are selected due to a variety of 
reasons.  The scope of this study does not include delving into a full set of ultra-
deepwater equipment selection criteria.  However, I will briefly explain how to select 
ultra-deepwater equipment with safety in mind.  
 The first piece of drilling equipment is the drilling rig itself.  For ultra-deep water 
this will consist of a “floater” drilling rig.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1 – Example of drillship.37 
 
Floaters are either drillships (Fig. 4.1) or semi-submersibles (Fig. 4.2).  These 
ships do not need to be touching the seafloor to drill as their name implies.  However, 
they have a large problem in their storage capability.  Since they need to be self-
contained and do not have moored support vessels, storage space is limited.  Therefore 
during the selection and outfitting of the floater, particular significance must put on a 
floater’s ability to not only store well control equipment but also its ability to put that 
equipment into action.   
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Fig. 4.2 – Example of semi-submersible.37 
 
As the deepwater frontier is exploited more and more each year, this problem is 
decreasing.  Many of the leading drilling contractors now have significant numbers of 
the latest floaters in their fleets.  For example, Transocean now has 12 operational fifth 
generation floaters in their fleet.37 These fifth generation floaters are designed with water 
depths of up to 10,000 feet in mind, and thus have sufficient space for the storing and 
using of deepwater specific safety equipment. 
 The drillstrings used are typical drillstrings seen on any offshore drilling platform.  
The only design and safety consideration that changes is the drillstring’s ability to 
support a long length.  In ultra-deepwater, the drilled portion of the wellbore below the 
mudline could be just as deep as any land well.  When this depth is coupled with the 
added length of drillstring to get down to the seafloor, the drillstring becomes heavy.  
Heavier walled pipe will be necessary toward the top of many ultra-deepwater 
drillstrings.  Of more concern during ultra-deepwater operations is the drilling riser.  The 
drilling or marine riser consists of a large diameter pipe with two smaller lines, the 
choke and kill lines, attached to it.  In ultra-deepwater the riser would have buoyancy 
material attached to it to reduce the load on the floater.   The marine riser is the 
connection between the floater and the equipment on the seafloor.  It is not rated for high 
pressures as casing and drillpipe are.  Risers are normally only designed to handle the 
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difference in pressure between the maximum weight drilling fluid and seawater.  The 
riser will have issues with strength if it is unloaded and filled with gas.  In this case, the 
riser will be subjected to high collapse pressures and would likely fail in ultra-deepwater 
situations.  Problems such as this highlight the necessity of keeping the influx size to a 
minimum and reacting quickly to keep the influx out of the riser. 
 Alternative riser technologies are becoming commonplace in the deepwater 
drilling industry.  Alternative materials such as the carbon fibers used in ABB Vetco 
Gray’s Composite Marine Riser allow for increased riser storage and hanging capacity 
on floaters as shown in Fig. 4.338   
 
 
 
Fig. 4.3 – ABB Vetco Gray composite material riser increases water depth 
capability of floaters.38 
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 Another new technology is riser fill valves.39  Ultra-deepwater risers do not have 
to be completely unloaded to fail.  Since they are rated only on the pressure differential 
between the drilling fluid and seawater, any amount of unloading begins to unduly stress 
the riser.  In a typical emergency disconnect situation, drilling fluid will fall out of the 
riser and not be replaced with seawater until the riser is first completely evacuated of 
drilling fluid and filled with air.  Consequently, the riser will fail before it can be filled 
with seawater to balance the internal and external pressures.  To battle this, riser fill 
valves are now standard on newer riser strings.  Riser fill valves are activated at the same 
time the emergency disconnect command is given.  They close and prevent the riser 
from losing drilling fluid and collapsing.39  Riser fill valves are also capable of 
preventing influxes into the riser.39  This makes them another barrier to influxes 
broaching the deck of a floater. 
 Other equipment such as the lower marine riser package, wellhead, and BOPE 
should be rated for the extreme water depths and resulting pressure in ultra-deepwater 
drilling.  The BOPE would ideally have several modifications for ultra-deepwater 
drilling.  The first would be a large number of accumulator bottles.  The deeper the 
accumulator bottles are situated, the lower the usable fluid volume is per accumulator 
bottle.8  The only current solutions to reducing number of bottles is to replace them with 
larger bottles or accumulator bottles rated at higher pressures.8  In addition to operator or 
regulatory guidelines on accumulator volume for safe well control an additional amount 
should be added.  As will be shown later, shearing or dropping the drillstring may be 
necessary after control has been lost.  In the event the BOP stack is still operational, 
enough accumulator volume must be available to complete this operation.  In deepwater 
accumulator bottles could become prohibitory due to increased expense and floater 
capability to handle such large lower marine riser packages.  An alternative method of 
operating the BOPE is placing the accumulators on the surface and delivering the power 
fluid down a steel line attached to the riser.  This method is viable, but has one chief 
problem; the riser must be connected to the BOPE in order for the BOPE to operate.  If a 
steel hydraulic fluid line is used, sufficient accumulator bottles must be placed on the 
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seafloor to close at least a blind ram and a shear ram in the event an emergency 
disconnect of the riser occurs.   
 If accumulator bottles are used, communication must be established with the 
lower marine riser package control pod which controls the accumulator bottles.  The 
standard course is to use a small diameter line filled with hydraulic fluid to actuate the 
BOPE.  The reaction time for a 3/16 control line in water follows a power law 
relationship.  At 400 feet the reaction time is 1 second.  In depths of 3000 feet, the 
reaction time is up to 10 seconds.8  Thus, in ultra-deepwaters, the reaction time from the 
command to completion of the task for the BOPE may be disastrously slow.  Three 
commercial alternatives exist to solve this problem.  The first is the installation of a 
biased hydraulic control line.  A biased line would be precharged to within several 
hundred psi of the activation pressure for the BOPE.  Then, when a BOPE command is 
given, effects such as ballooning and compressibility would be reduced and the reaction 
time decreased.8  Unfortunately, on long risers this could become expensive and prone to 
failure.  The second method is an electrohydraulic system.  As the name implies, an 
electronic signal activates the BOPE through a single line capable of coded 
transmissions or a multiplex system.  The signal time is nearly instantaneous but the 
signal itself may be prone to electronic noise generated by the riser.8  Another type of 
multiplex system is fiber optics.  Fiber optics are not as common as electrohydraulic 
systems but are less susceptible to interference.8  
 The preceding communication techniques depend on the riser maintaining a 
connection to the BOPE.  In an emergency disconnect or drive-off situation, the 
connection may be severed prior to the completion of the signal.  In this event, two 
options for initiating BOPE operation exist, a remote operation vehicle (ROV) operated 
hotline system and an acoustic control system (Fig. 4.4).40  These two systems will 
greatly assist in blowout control operations if necessary.   
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Fig. 4.4 – Acoustic control system on lower marine riser package.41 
 
4.2 Ultra-deepwater Blowout Control Equipment 
 Once control of the well has been lost, blowout control equipment should begin 
to be staged.  After the initial plans for control have been finalized among blowout 
personnel, the blowout control equipment should be deployed to the well site.  For a 
dynamic kill, three areas of equipment are the most important.  Bringing together the 
blowout control equipment should be easy for an operator.  The MMS does not currently 
require relief well contingency plans but should in the face of growing ultra-deepwater 
exploration.  An example is Norway which requires an operator to have a full relief 
contingency plan including spud locations, location of available kill equipment, and 
preliminary relief well plans.42  Forcing operators to have relief well contingency plans 
in place results not only quicker drilling times, but a higher likelihood of success. 
The first of the necessary equipment is the drilling rig or rigs used to kill the 
blowing well.  In an ultra-deepwater situation, the original floating drilling rig would 
have likely completed an emergency disconnect and still be available for well control 
procedures.  The original rig will most likely be involved in the vertical intervention 
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portion of blowout control.  At least one other rig and possibly more need to be 
mobilized to the blowout location to begin drilling relief wells.   
 
 
Fig. 4.5 – Example of offshore dynamic kill pumping plant.43 
 
The pumping plant should be the next step for relief well planners.  Running 
simulations on a model such as COMASim will give the planning team pumping 
requirements for a variety of scenarios in a brief time.  The pumping plant then needs to 
be assembled.  For ultra-deepwater this involves either the marshalling of multiple frac 
boats such as the one shown in Fig. 3.1 or the building of a pumping plant on a floater 
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similar to that shown in Fig. 4.5.  Of course a backup pumping plant should be available 
to pick up the slack in case the original plant goes down due to mechanical problems.   
The third part of the blowout control equipment is the kill fluid.  This report used 
seawater as the kill fluid in the simulations discussed.  However, if the kill fluid is able 
to weighted up this greatly reduces the kill requirements as evidenced by Fig. 4.6.  The 
only requirement is that the kill fluid must be available in significant quantities.  The 
dynamic kill planner should account for their kill fluid capabilities during the simulation 
phases.   
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Fig. 4.6 – Increasing kill fluid weight reduces the kill rate. 
 
Another important fluid to have on hand is acid.  Due to uncertainties in targeting 
relief wells, the relief wellbore and wild wellbore may not directly intersect.  In this case, 
acid is used to establish communication.16  If the contingency plan is available and 
blowout control equipment listing is up-to-date, assembling the necessary equipment 
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could be done quickly and easily.  Having the correct equipment on hand and on time 
will contribute to the overall smoothness and success of the blowout control operation.   
 
4.3 Ultra-deepwater Kicks and Well Control 
 Several areas in the drilling operation are prone to human error and mishandled 
kicks.  As shown in Table 1.2, the three most likely ways a blowout begins is through 
swabbing in, drilling breaks and formation breakdown.   
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Fig. 4.7a – Onshore gradients.  
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Fig. 4.7b – Offshore gradients. 
 
Formation breakdown is avoidable although sometimes difficult to do as seen in 
Fig. 4.7b.  Fig. 4.7a is what typical shallow water or onshore gradient curves would 
resemble.  Fig. 4.7b is representative of deepwater gradients.  The deepwater gradients 
are much closer together in value, particularly as the depth increases.  This reduces the 
range of mud weights capable of avoiding formation fracture while at the same time 
controlling the pore pressure.  This narrower window increases the chances that 
formation breakdown and subsequent lost circulation will occur.  In ultra-deepwater 
drilling, the parties responsible for drilling fluids should be particularly careful to keep 
the mud weight within the bounds of the pore pressure and fracture gradients.  Newer 
technologies such as dual gradient drilling may be solutions to this problem.   
Drilling breaks indicate a sharp increase in drilling rate.8  The drilling break 
could occur for several reasons.  The break may be due to a change in formation.  The 
more porous and permeable a formation is, the faster the penetration rate will be through 
it.  Also drilling break may be caused by flowing formation fluids reducing pressure 
above the bit and cleaning the hole faster.8  Either way, a drilling break indicates a 
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possible kick.  The Skalle, et al. database9 most likely had to use this general term 
because that was the notation on reports or other documents.  The probable cause of a 
kick taken when a drilling break occurs is the unexpected encounter of a highly 
permeable, possibly overpressured hydrocarbon-bearing formation.  This can lead to a 
large influx and blowout if it is not controlled.  Drilling breaks are not avoidable, 
however they can be managed with no negative results.  The first part of managing 
drilling breaks is through superior geological data.  Armed with high-quality data, the 
operator can anticipate drilling breaks and be prepared.  The second part is a constant 
vigilance by the driller.  When a drilling break is noted, extra attention needs to be paid 
to kick indicators particularly in ultra-deepwater drilling.  Since the influx may not stand 
out, the extra care and attention could prevent a disaster.   
 The largest cause of blowouts is the swabbing in of kicks that turn into blowouts.  
The reason so many kicks get swabbed in is because of the large amount of time 
associated with tripping pipe.  Day rates were USD$163,000 and USD$149,500 for 
semi-submersibles and drillships respectively on August 13th, 2004.44  The time spent 
tripping pipe is an area that drilling personnel see as having potential time savings.  The 
result is increased tripping velocity, minimal wellbore fill-up and possible missed 
warning signs concerning influxes.   
Swab pressure is created when the pipe is pulled from the wellbore.  The 
resulting suction created by the acceleration of the pipe (Eq. 4.1) and initial movement 
of the pipe (Eq 4.2) is the swab pressure.   
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Eq. 4.2 covers the pressure required to break the gel strength of the drilling fluid.  This 
pressure always occurs and should be accounted for, but there is little an operator can to 
change this value due to the fact that all muds will have some gel strength.  One small 
drilling trick is to reciprocate the drillstring several feet up and down during operations 
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that require letting the drilling fluid sit still.  This reduces the amount of the gel strength 
the drilling fluid acquires by sitting still and reduces the value of Eq. 4.2.  The value of 
Eq. 4.1 is directly dependent on the acceleration, as, of the tripping pipe.  This in turn 
affects the swab pressure.  When drilling personnel rush the tripping process, the swab 
pressure clearly would go up.  However, this is not the main problem, it simply 
aggravates the influx intensity.  During rushed trips, the fill-up procedures and kick 
detection measures become more casual, resulting in small, typical well control 
problems developing into near or full blown blowouts.  The only way to avoid this 
problem is to trip pipe at or below recommended velocities.  Also since even the 
recommended velocities may be too much at times, proper kick detection procedures 
such as a fill up log are instrumental in identifying kicks earlier.    
 Kick detection is difficult in ultra-deepwater drilling.  Several problems will need 
to be addressed by operators in the area of initial kick detection.  The first problem is 
with gas cut mud.  Gas cut mud will be a significant problem in ultra-deep water well 
control for several reasons.  First, gas cut mud in general “hides” the gas influx and does 
not cause a significant pit gain.8 As the gas begins to expand and pit gains reach warning 
levels, the influx has migrated some distance up the wellbore.  This reduces the amount 
of reaction time as well as possibly confounding any well control calculations which are 
dependent on the timing of the influx entry.  This is significant in ultra-deep water 
because of the bubble point.  The bubble point is defined as the point at which a 
hydrocarbon solution goes from being a liquid solution to a two-phase gas-liquid 
solution.45  As the pressure is further reduced past the bubble point, higher fractions of 
gas are present.45  There are implications for ultra-deep water drilling concerning bubble 
point pressure.  The first is that the gas will stay in solution longer because the bubble 
point pressure will not be reached until the gas has migrated far up the wellbore.  For 
example in a well in the Gulf of Mexico in 10,000 ft. of water the hydrostatic pressure at 
the seafloor would be approximately 4,650 psi.  This pressure value could be near or 
even above the bubble point pressure for a hydrocarbon mixture.  In this situation the gas 
would not come out of a liquid form and create a siginificant pit gain until it was past the 
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sea floor.  This would mean that a kick would be in the riser, the weakest link in ultra-
deep water drilling, before definite pit gain and pressure changes were noticed.  Because 
an influx would be very difficult to handle in this event, a situation such as this could be 
catastrophic during ultra-deep water drilling operations. 
 
4.4 Ultra-deepwater Well Control 
 When a deepwater influx is encountered, the well must first be shut in as in any 
typical well control operation.  The problem with shutting in the well in ultra-deepwater 
operations is the amount of heave a floating rig experience.  This heave reciprocates the 
drillstring through the BOPE.  If the well is shut-in with a pipe ram, there is increased 
wear on the drill pipe and ram.  There is also a risk of parting the string if a particularly 
large swell pulls the tool joint into the ram.8  If the well is shut-in through the use of an 
annular preventer, then the heave experienced by the floater will cause undue wear on 
the annular preventer seals.8  Table 4.1 shows a typical procedure for safely hanging-off 
a drillstring from a floater.  Wear will still occur in this case, but should be kept to 
minimum with the motion compensators on the floater.46  Using this procedure will 
allow the driller to be confident that the drillstring not be parted by a tool joint/ram 
contact.   
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Table 4.1 - Hang-off, shut-in, and flow-check procedure.8 
1. 
Place the Drillstring in a predetermined position above the rotary 
table and shut off the pump 
2. Line up the flowline to the trip tank and observe for flow 
3. If the well is flowing close the upper annular preventer 
4. 
Open the necessary fail-safe valves on the BOP stack and close 
the choke.  (Closing the choke is only applicable if the manifold 
has been arranged for a soft shut-in. 
5. 
Reduce the annular closing pressure to the minimum 
requirement. 
6. 
Determine the tool joint location and position the tool joint in the 
stack above the upper pipe ram. 
7. 
Close the upper pipe ram, slowly lower the string, and hang it off 
on the ram. 
8. Lock the upper pipe ram in position. 
9. 
Reduce the support pressure on the motion compensator and 
support the pipe weight above the rams with the compensator. 
10. Measure shut-in pressures and pit gain. 
 
 
Once it has been determined that the well is flowing, and subsequently the well is 
shut-in and the drill pipe properly shut-in.  The influx is circulated out of the wellbore.  
The two standard methods available for use are the Drillers method and the Engineers or 
Wait and Weight method.  The Drillers method is the standard circulation kill technique 
used in deepwater drilling.  This is most likely due to its ease of use.   
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Table 4.2 – Driller method procedure for killing well.8 
1. 
Take care of the well until the kill procedure can be started by maintaining a 
constant drillpipe pressure and allowing migrating gas to expand. 
2. 
Open the choke and slowly start the pump.  Coordinate the choke setting with 
the pump speed so that the original SICP is maintained until the pump is 
brought up to the kill rate. 
3. 
Read the drillpipe pressure and compare to the computed ICP.  Hold ICP 
constant by choke manipulation until the kick fluids are circulated from the 
hole and original mud weight is measured at the choke outlet. 
4. 
Reduce the pump speed while closing the choke so that a constant casing 
pressure is maintained.  When the pump is barely running, shut off the pump 
and  finish closing the choke. 
5. 
Observe pressure gauges and verify that both record the original SIDPP.  If 
not, check for trapped pressure. 
6. 
Recalculate the kill mud weight and increase the density of the mud in the 
pits. 
7. 
Open the choke and slowly start the pump.  Increase the pump speed to kill 
rate while maintaining constant casing pressure. 
8. Continue to hold casing pressure constant until KWM enters the annulus. 
9. 
Read the drillpipe pressure and hold constant until kill mud weight is 
measured a the choke outlet. 
10. Shut off the pump and close the well in. 
11. Open the choke and check for flow. 
12. Resume operations.  Incorporate trip margin into the mud weight. 
 
The Drillers method does not require complex calculations making it easy for all 
drilling personnel to understand.  The Drillers method is also attractive pressure-wise 
and in many cases psychologically because it can be begun immediately.  Table 4.2 
shows the Drillers method procedure for a surface stack.   
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Table 4.3 – Wait and Weight method for killing well.8 
1. 
Take care of the well until the kill procedure can be started by 
maintaining a constant drillpipe pressure and allowing migrating 
gas to expand. 
2. 
Calculate the kill mud weight and increase the weight of the mud in 
the suction pit.  Determine the weight material addition rate 
needed for the pumping operation and generate the a drillpipe 
pressure-reduction chart 
3. 
Open the choke and slowly start the pump.  Coordinate choke 
setting with pump speed so that the original SICP is maintained 
until the pump is brought up to the kill rate. 
4. 
Read the drillpipe pressure and compare to the computed ICP.  
Manipulate the choke so that the CDDP follows the pressure 
reduction schedule. 
5. 
Maintain drillpipe pressure constant at the FCP value until the kill 
mud density is measured at the choke outlet. 
6. 
Reduce the pump speed while closing the choke so that a 
constant casing pressure is maintained.  When the pump is barely 
running, shut off the pump and finish closing the choke. 
7. 
Observe pressure gauges and verify that both read zero.  If not, 
check for trapped pressure. 
8. Open the choke and check for flow. 
9. Resume operations incorporating trip margin density into the mud. 
 
 
The Wait and Weight method shown in Table 4.3 is more complicated but has 
advantages.  It only requires one circulation to the Drillers method’s two circulations.  
However, during the weighting up of the mud, the influx may migrate too far.  This is 
particularly true for ultra-deepwater wells, where the influx may not be detected until a 
significant volume has entered the wellbore.  Table 4.3 shows a comparison of casing 
shoe pressures between the two methods.  While the Drillers method does result in 
higher annular pressures, ultra-deepwater influx detection delays may negate that 
disadvantage.  Since the influx will most likely be below its bubble point and expansion 
is limited, the influx may have already migrated to or past a deep casing shoe prior to 
detection.  The Wait and Weight method also depends on a large supply of barite being 
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on hand to immediately mix the kill weight mud.  On a floating rig, there may not be 
enough barite to complete the task immediately.  This is another major advantage of the 
Drillers method in that it does not require any immediate mixing.  The circulation is 
begun, the influx circulated out, and any barite shortfalls can be remedied by the time the 
second circulation is set to begin.   
 
 
Fig. 4.8 – Comparison of casing shoe pressures between Drillers method and 
Wait and Weight method shows Drillers method causes lost circulation.8 
 
The procedures shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 are applicable for ultra-
deepwater drilling until step 11 for the Drillers method and step 8 for the Wait and 
Weight method.  Since ultra-deepwater deals with subsea BOP stacks, additional 
procedures need to be followed.  The gas will trapped at the BOP stack.  This gas will 
have either not expanded much, or have expanded a tremendous amount in the last 
several hundred feet of circulation.46  This means the influx is still under a tremendous 
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amount of pressure.  For either circulation kill method, the following steps need to be 
followed to flush the gas from the top of the BOP stack. 
 
Procedure for Flushing BOP stack:46 
1.  Close a set of rams below choke and kill line 
2.  To increase hydrostatic pressure on gas, circulate sea water down kill line and 
back up choke line. 
3.  Then allow gas to expand up choke line and vent appropriately.   
4.  Once gas has fully expanded, flush the choke line with sea water and proceed 
to killing the riser. 
 
 The gas will now have been circulated out of the wellbore.  However, the riser 
still contains original weight mud (OWM).  Bringing the riser and wellbore back into 
communication will result in a loss in hydrostatic head and another influx.  Therefore, 
the following steps need to be followed to replace the OWM in the riser with kill weight 
mud (KWM).   
  
Procedure for Killing the Riser:46 
 1.  Flush BOP stack as shown above 
 2.  Open the annular preventer while keeping lower rams closed. 
 3.  Allow mud in riser to u-tube the sea water out of the choke and kill lines. 
 4. Put the rig pumps on the kill line and circulate KWM down the kill line and 
up the riser and choke line. 
 5.  Once riser is full of KWM, open the lower rams and reestablish hydraulic 
communication with the wellbore. 
  
According to some industry sources47 “sandwiching” the influx is an acceptable 
method of influx control.  Sandwiching a kick consists of concurrently displacing the 
drill pipe and annulus with heavy mud.  This forces the kick into a lost circulation zone 
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created below the casing shoe.  A secondary after effect is that young offshore 
formations will often bridge around the BHA and complete the kill.47  While this would 
obviously be a successful method, the first choice should be a circulation method.  These 
methods keep wellbore and formation damage to minimum as well as being methods 
drilling personnel are familiar with.   
 
4.5 Dynamic Kill Blowout Control 
 There are many ways to control a blowout as previously mentioned in section 1.  
Many of the available publications cover these methods very ably.13  While they did not 
account for the water depths drilled in today, with a few changes and considerations their 
discussion of these methods is sufficient.   The first and foremost concern is the effect of 
increased water depth.  The blowout control methods most affected are the surface 
intervention methods.  To save the floater and reduce risk to personnel and equipment, 
the standard procedure for an influx that is not controllable is to close the BOP, 
disconnect the riser, and drive off of location.  If for some unknown and extraordinary 
reason, the floater is left connected to the wellbore and the blowout is allowed to broach 
the surface, surface control techniques might be an option.  However, this is not likely to 
ever occur due to the high cost of the floater and extreme danger associated with this 
action.  Therefore, surface intervention is not considered an option. 
 Blowout control options are thus reduced to bridging or depletion, relief wells, or 
“vertical intervention”.  Vertical intervention is a phrase coined by Adams to describe 
any kill attempts that involve wild wellbore re-entry.13  For ultra-deepwater, this 
involves positioning a floater over the blowing well, and snubbing a drillstring or other 
equipment to control the well.  This allows the operator to bypass the additional time and 
expense necessary drill a relief well.  The extreme water depths may negate this option.  
5000 to 10000 feet of drillpipe may be too long of a string to snub into a subsea BOP 
due to buckling concerns.  Research in this area is non-existent, but it may be surmised 
that factors such as wellbore exit pressure, snubbed pipe strength and water depth would 
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determine if vertical intervention is possible.  A solution to the buckling problem during 
vertical intervention may involve heavy wall drillpipe or high-grade casing. 
Vertical intervention techniques include pumping gunk/cement plugs, 
bullheading, momentum kills, and dynamic kills down the blowing wellbore.  Relief 
wells can be used to implement the same actions with the exception of bullheading.  By 
the time a relief well is put into use, the other kill options are more attractive to the 
operator than bullheading because they do not carry the same risk of irreparable damage 
to the wellbore and formation. 
 This section of the report covers the use of relief wells and vertical intervention 
to deliver a dynamic kill to the blowing well.  Best practices for the other kill options 
should be obtained from publications such as DEA-63: Floating Vessel Blowout Control 
or from blowout specialists.   
 
 
Fig. 4.9 – Decision process for dynamic kill path.8 
 
The decision process for the dynamic kill delivery method is fairly simple as 
shown Fig. 4.9.  This process is based on current environmental conditions as wellbore 
configuration, wild wellbore conditions and subsea equipment conditions.  Vertical 
intervention is always preferable to a relief well for several reasons.  The first is time 
necessary to complete the kill operation.  Since vertical intervention uses the existing 
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wild wellbore as an access point to controlling the blowout, enormous amounts of time 
are saved.  Relief wells require an entirely new wellbore that could take up to 50 or 60 
days to drill depending on the environment and confidence in available geological 
information.  Saving time through vertical intervention results in two main benefits for 
the operator.   
The first is a reduction in the amount of hydrocarbons lost.  This loss is not only 
economically disadvantageous but could cause with respect to environmental laws and 
public perception.  The second benefit is a dramatic reduction in kill operation costs.  At 
the time of this writing, day rates were USD$163,000 and USD$149,500 for semi-
submersibles and drillships respectively.44  This cost can be compounded attempting 
vertical intervention at the same time a relief well is being drilled. The cost of two 
floaters on location coupled with the cost of the hydrocarbon lost requires that the 
blowout be controlled as quickly as possible.   
To quickly control the blowout, vertical intervention is recommended as long as 
it is possible.  If the subsea equipment is damaged or the wellbore is damaged, vertical 
intervention may not be an option.  If the wellhead or other subsea equipment is 
damaged or inoperable, repairs or replacement should be attempted.  Typical methods to 
accomplish repairs or replacement involve the use of equipment such as ROVs and well-
servicing rigs.  However, the cost and time associated with these repairs is minimal in 
comparison with drilling a relief well.  In shallow waters the use of vertical intervention 
is difficult to due to the loss of buoyancy resulting from the release of gas into the water 
directly over the wellbore.  However, in ultra-deepwaters, the loss of buoyancy is 
approximately five percent as shown in Fig. 4.10.20 
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Fig. 4.10 – Data from Adams et al. shows minimal loss of buoyancy from blowout 
plume.20 
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Fig. 4.11– Data from Adams et al. shows wide plume at surface for blowout in 
10000 feet of water.20 
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This minimal loss of buoyancy would not limit any vertical intervention attempts.  
The data shown is for 10,000 feet of water.  At the lower end of the ultra-deepwater 
range at approximately 5,000 feet of water, the loss of buoyancy is the same five percent.  
In the unlikely event a drillship was affected by this loss of  buoyancy, a semi-
submersible could be used if the flotation tanks were not filled with as much water as 
normal.  This could allow vertical intervention in instances where buoyancy loss 
exceeded the calculations by Adams, et al.20  Although, a floater would be able to float 
above the blowout, it would still have to contend with the surface conditions created by 
the blowout plume.20  Fig. 4.11 shows the width of the plume would be approximately 
650 feet in 10,000 feet of water.  The same data shows a plume width of approximately 
350 feet in 5,000 feet of water.  These values indicate that the floater would be 
surrounded by the blowout plume.  This could cause adverse water surface conditions 
and air quality conditions.  This discussion assumes a worst case scenario of water with 
no currents.  Since any ultra-deepwater location will have some currents present, the 
plume will be dispersed.  The extent to which the plume is dispersed is dependent on the 
strength, number and direction of the currents.20  The presence of these conditions would 
need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to account for currents and wind conditions 
which may or may not take the plume and gas out of the way.  The negligible loss of 
buoyancy also affects relief well MD/TVD ratios.  Higher MD/TVD ratios are seen for 
land blowouts due to the need to distance blowout control personnel from the blowing 
fluids and related dangers.  However, the land relief well MD/TVD ratios are not high 
for even the worst blowouts.   For a 400 MMscfd/60,000 bopd blowout in the El Isba 
field in Syria, the relief wells were only 750 meters away from the blowing well.  In this 
extreme case the MD/TVD ratio was less than 1.2.  The relief well MD/TVD ratio will 
be even less for ultra-deepwater blowouts.  Since buoyancy will be adequate for floaters 
to operate, the limiting factor in this case will be maintaining a safe separation of the 
blowout control vessels.   
 Whether or not it is established that vertical intervention is possible, relief well 
planning should be undertaken as well.  The kill rates and pumping requirements will be 
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discussed in a later section of this report.  The drilling and targeting requirements are 
ably discussed in many of the available blowout control texts.42,13,1,8,9,10,39  Ultra-
deepwater does little to change planning during the drilling and target operations.  The 
large water depth induces the same changes in relief well planning as it does in normal 
ultra-deepwater directional wells.  The rig selection, riser selection and seafloor 
equipment selection are most affected due to longer drillstrings and longer riser 
requirements.  The targeting tools and principals remain the same, however the 
calculations may be slightly more complicated.  
Timing of the relief well or wells is a critical concept that is the same regardless 
of the water depth.  However, because the ultra-deepwater drilling equipment is 
expensive and not as readily available, timing becomes especially important.  The order 
of operations for blowouts capable of being killed with one relief well is vertical 
intervention first, followed by spudding of the first relief well.  The vertical intervention 
should be attempted for several days in order to allow for the well to bridge as well as to 
reduce cost associated with the mobilization of relief well drilling equipment in the event 
the well is killed quickly.  If after several days, the vertical intervention process is not 
successful, the relief well may be begun.  If backup relief wells are deemed necessary, 
the first relief well should be spudded as before.  The operator should then wait several 
days to a week before beginning the backup relief wells.  This lag time gives the blowout 
specialists time to plan the backup well after more important tasks have been taken care 
of, as well as saving the operator a significant amount of money.   
Whether a blowout is initially considered as capable of being controlled through 
vertical intervention or relief wells is based on calculations from simulators such as 
COMASim in conjunction with the personal experience of the (hopefully) very 
experienced blowout specialists the operator saw fit to retain before the blowing well 
was even spudded.  This report will base its recommendations mainly on COMASim 
simulation runs discussed earlier as well as blowout specialists advice from literature.  
An important decision to be made prior to running simulations or calculations is 
the drillstring status.  As Table 1.2 indicated, the majority of blowouts stem from 
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improperly controlled influxes that occurred due to swabbing during tripping operations.  
This fact indicates that in these blowouts, the drillstring would not be at the bottom of 
the hole.  One of the first calculations that should be made is whether or not the 
drillstring should be sheared or dropped to the bottom.  As Table 3.3 shows, the 
drillstring status has little to do with the blowout flow rate.  However, Fig. 3.16 indicates 
it has a dramatic effect on the kill rate.  Although dropping the drillstring may seem to 
be a necessity in most dynamic kills, there can be a major problem with that action.  Fig. 
3.11 shows that the bottomhole pressure for a dropped drillstring is almost 500 psi 
higher than that of a hanging drillstring.  If the fracture and pore pressure gradients are 
similar to the lower portion of Fig. 4.7b, the operator may have already been close to 
fracturing the formation.  The act of dropping the drillstring might cause the formation to  
fracture through the physical impact, which could bring about an underground blowout.  
The effect of surge pressure because of a falling drillstring would be minimal.  The size 
of this effect is due to the wellbore having a large upward force in the form of the 
blowing fluid.  Also, this fluid is most likely to be gas, therefore the lower density of the 
gas will not respond to the falling pipe.  If the formation will hold, the pressure profile 
calculated with COMASim should then be used to check the expected casing shoe 
pressures.  Again, excess pressure could cause an underground blowout.  An 
underground blowout would change the blowout flow and possibly ruin the wellhead 
and BOPE.  Understandably, the operator needs to keep as much of the wellbore and 
related equipment operational in order to retain some semblance of control over the 
situation.  An underground blowout further complicates the control operation.  If the 
formation will not be fractured by the pressure increase caused by the dropped drillstring, 
then dropping the drillstring, particularly a shorter one, will lower the kill requirements 
appreciably as illustrated in Fig. 3.16.   
An untested idea is to use the drillstring kill option in conjunction with the relief 
well option to reduce drilling costs and time.  More study needs to be completed on this 
topic, however it could provide a means to carry out dynamic kills of wells that would be 
unable to be controlled otherwise due to higher numbers of required relief wells.  The 
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following discussion of pumping requirements illustrates the potential for high-rate, 
large wellbore blowouts to resist being controlled through dynamic means.  These wells 
require multiple relief wells and the operator would benefit from considering this 
unorthodox approach to controlling the blowing well through less cost and in less time.   
Once the wild well drillstring status during the dynamic kill has been determined, 
the pressure profile is calculated through use of a simulator such as COMASim.  This 
pressure profile shows the pressure within the wellbore prior to pumping the dynamic 
kill.   
The pumping requirements are also obtained through simulation.  The basic 
trends concerning the pumping requirements are simple in nature and are discussed in 
detail in earlier sections.  Higher blowout flow rates require higher kill rates.  Larger 
wild wellbores require higher kill rates as well.  Larger relief wellbores lower the 
pumping equipment requirements.  A basic offshore pumping plant is shown in Fig. 4.5.  
This pumping plant requires clearing a large portion of a floater.  However, it may be 
easier to put this style of pumping plant together than to contend with the linking of frac 
vessels such as the one shown in Fig. 3.1.  Whatever the design for the pumping plant 
may be, it will be tailored to each blowout and should be reasonably developed in the 
contingency plan.  This will allow the operator to quickly mobilize, and if necessary 
build, the pumping plant.  Pumping requirements will also change with changing 
blowout flow rates.  As previously discussed, blowouts have a tendency to bridge during 
the time range from 0 to 24 hours.  While a blowout might not bridge in this period, 
vertical intervention methods can cause partial bridging to occur.  This could change the 
pumping plant requirements and should be accounted for with new simulations.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
5.1 Ultradeep Water Blowout Control Conclusions 
 
 Blowouts are and have been a problem for the oil and gas industry.  Even as 
technology has advanced, the incident rate for blowouts has remained constant. 
 Causes for blowouts vary widely, however there is a constant.  The majority of 
blowouts can be attributed to complacent, careless drilling practices. 
 The COMASim simulator is an excellent simple simulator for calculating the 
requirements for a dynamic kill.  Its ease of use makes COMASim a likely 
candidate for a preliminary or rough analysis in ultradeep water blowout 
situations. 
 The pressure loss for the open hole section of the wild wellbore is dramatically 
higher due to a higher coefficient of friction. 
 Without the added constriction of a drillstring in the wellbore,  there is much less 
variation in pressure profiles and bottomhole pressures. 
 Since surface gas flow rates depend on bottomhole pressures, two conclusions 
may be drawn.  First, shorter drillstring lengths result in higher surface gas flow 
rates.   Also, dropping the drillstring reduces the surface flow rate when 
compared to hanging drillstring situations. 
 Relief well requirements increase with larger casing sizes due to increased 
blowout flow rate. 
 Dynamic kill rates begin to vary widely between drillstring statuses as the 
drillstring length begins to decrease. 
 Relief well measured depth to total vertical depth ratio should be as close to one 
as possible to keep the dynamic kill requirements to a minimum. 
 Relief well annular ID to drillpipe OD ratio should be as large as possible to 
reduce the pumping requirements for the dynamic kill. 
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 Dropping the drillstring in the wild wellbore reduces your dynamic kill 
requirements. 
 Dropping the drillstring in the wild wellbore increases the bottomhole pressure. 
 Ultradeep water drilling and blowout control equipment needs to designed 
specifically with the harsh ultradeep water environment in mind. 
 Increasing the kill fluid reduces the required kill rate and pumping requirements. 
 The Driller’s Method is the industry recommended offshore well control 
procedure for most situations and will remain as such for ultradeep water drilling.  
This is due to its simplicity and ability to begin immediately circulating out the 
influx as opposed to allowing pressure to build up. 
 During blowout control operations, there will be minimal loss of buoyancy.  This 
means the rig administering the dynamic kill can position itself as close to the 
plume as necessary without worrying about buoyancy loss. 
 If the drillstring can handle the buckling forces, attempts to vertically intervene 
should be made in conjunction with relief well operations.  Time and monetary 
savings mean vertical intervention will pay off if it is successful. 
 
 Several areas exist that need to be improved on in order for COMASim to be 
more complete industry and research tool.  These improvements will in turn allow more 
accurate best practices recommendations to be made in the area of ultra-deepwater 
blowout prevention and control.  
 
5.2 Simple COMASim User Tasks and Extended Analysis Capability 
 Perhaps the most important task to accomplish is to create, in COMASim, an 
effective tool that can be used for industry dynamic kill calculations as well as research 
into blowouts and dynamic kills.  The first step needs to be creating a more detailed 
simulator capable of basic program functions.  The basic functions would include the 
ability to save the input data as the default data, as well as export the input data in order 
to save it.  The ability to recognize important points of change in the pressure profile is 
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also important for the end user.  This would mean that the data output of the pressure 
profile to the left of the graphical output would be based on large changes in the pressure 
profile, not ten evenly spaced data points.  The problem can be seen in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 
3.3.  Extending the analysis capability would include the ability to export the simulation 
output as a “.dat” file and/or to Microsoft Excel.  This capability would increase the 
number of runs possible and accuracy of collected data leading to better analysis. 
 
5.3 Multilateral Capability 
 As previously discussed, the majority of wells in ultra-deepwater will not be the 
rigid vertical wells currently modeled by COMASim.  Ultra-deepwater wells will not 
only have deviated main wellbores but also have several laterals.  COMASim needs to 
have the capability to model the deviated wellbores as well as multilaterals.  The 
calculations for this wellbore geometry and its effect on the friction factor are fairly 
simple.  The calculations for multilateral situations would also be relatively simple if 
each lateral was kept identical to the others.  I suggest this is the first type of multilateral 
calculation made available.  Once this calculation is working, if the multilaterals need to 
be unique, then investigator should attempt to implement those calculations.  Either way, 
the addition of multilateral and directional wellbore capability will allow COMASim to 
simulate more realistic situations. 
 
5.4 Fluid Fallback 
 Fluid fallback or counterflow has been considered for some time in dynamic kill 
literature but is not currently a part of COMASim calculations.21,22  It is often ignored in 
practice because doing so simply makes the dynamic kill calculations more conservative.  
The COMASim results that show that ultradeep water, high-flow blowouts may require 
three or more relief wells necessitate the investigation of the safety factor given to 
dynamic kill calculations which ignore fluid fallback.  An option given to the user of 
whether or not to include fluid fallback in the calculations could change the number of 
relief wells and pumping requirements in high flow rate blowouts.   
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5.5 Underground Blowout Capability 
 Many blowouts become underground blowouts due to weak exposed formations, 
weak casing or cement, or poor well or blowout control practices.  Modeling an 
underground blowout is currently possible in COMASim by manipulating the simulator 
using the exit pressure to mimic the thief zone pressure.  However this is an imperfect 
solution that is often confusing to the user and likely to yield suspect results.  The 
capability to model underground blowouts would extend the usefulness of COMASim 
into an entirely new type of blowout thereby giving it added research and industry value. 
 
5.6 Linking to Dr. Jongguen Choe’s Simulator 
 A simulator developed by Dr. Jongguen Choe, with a significant amount of help 
from several of the committee members for thesis, simulates well control for many 
aspects of drilling including multilaterals and tripping.48  Both of these situations will be 
factors in many blowouts making Choe’s simulator an important tool in the analysis of 
ultra-deepwater blowouts.  There is currently no link between COMASim and Choe’s 
simulator.  An ideal situation would exist in which Choe’s simulator output a data file 
when a blowout occurred during a simulation due to a poorly handled influx.  This data 
file would compatible with COMASim.  After COMASim read the data file, it could 
calculate the blowout initial conditions as well as the dynamic kill requirements.  Adding 
this capability would increase the usefulness to industry personnel as well as researchers 
for both simulators.   
 
5.7 Simulator Validation 
 An important part of the initial planning of this study included validation of 
COMASim using field cases.  Unfortunately, the only data that resulted in a match was 
an example from Watson, et al.8  Other blowout case histories obtained from the MMS 
and Larry Flak of Boots and Coots caused the simulator to fail.  An in-depth study needs 
to be done to rectify the situation.  To complete this, an investigator proficient in Java 
code needs to be found.  The problems relating to the case histories should be identified 
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and solutions to COMASim’s inability to simulate these case histories would be found.  
The study would need to obtain access to several databases such as the Neal 
Adams/Matthew Daniels blowout database, the Wellflow Dynamics blowout database 
and SINTEF’s blowout database.  Successful access to these databases could yield 
several more standard case histories that are closer to COMASim’s capabilities than the 
extraordinary cases in literature.  This validation process would focus on real-life 
situations and COMASim’s ability to handle these situations.  With validation of 
COMASim would come an increased confidence in it’s results. 
 
5.8 Combination Vertical Intervention and Relief Well Dynamic Kill Operations 
 A brief discussion in the best practices section covered the possibility of using a 
combination kill operation in which kill fluid flow paths simultaneously included relief 
well(s) and vertical intervention.  This is a complex operation hydraulically, but it is 
certainly possible.  This type of operation could reduce the drilling requirements for 
blowouts requiring multiple relief wells to a point where a dynamic kill was possible.  
The addition of this option would create interesting research and discussion 
opportunities as well as possibly improve the capability of the industry to handle 
blowouts dynamically.   
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NOMENCLATURE 
 a  =  acceleration  
 BOP  =  Blowout preventer 
 BOPE   =  Blowout preventer equipment 
COMASim =  Cherokee Offshore, MMS, Texas A&M Simulator 
 d =  pipe diameter, L 
 DP  =  drill pipe 
 f’ =  Fanning friction factor 
 g =  acceleration of gravity, L/t2 
 GOM = Gulf of Mexico 
 IPR = inflow performance relationship 
 L =  length, L 
 md = millidarcy 
MMscfd  =  million cubic feet per day 
 MMS = Mineral Management Service 
 OCS =  Outer Continental Shelf 
 P =  pressure, m/Lt2 
 psi =  pounds per square inch  
 ROV  =  Remote operated vehicle 
RPSEA  =  Research Partnership to Secure Energy for America 
SINTEF  =  Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research at the Norwegian 
Institute of Technology 
 TD  =  Total Depth 
 TVD  =  Total Vertical Depth 
 v =  velocity, L/t 
 µ =  viscosity, m/Lt 
 µ =  coefficient of friction 
 ρ =  density, m/L3 
 τ =  shear stress, m/Lt2 
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Subscripts 
 
 ac =  acceleration 
 c =  conversion constant 
 f =  fluid 
 g =  gas 
 h =  hydrostatic 
 m =  mixture 
 o =  outer 
 s =  superficial 
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RUN # TVD WATER DS PARAMETER PARAMETER MD/TVD ANN ID/
BML DEPTH STATUS VARIED VALUE RATIO OD RATIO
1 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
3 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
5 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
7 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
9 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
11 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
13 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
15 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
17 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
19 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
21 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
23 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
25 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
27 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
29 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
31 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
33 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
35 3000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
37 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
39 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
41 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
43 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
45 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
47 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
49 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
51 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
53 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
55 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
57 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
59 3000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
61 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
63 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
65 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
67 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
69 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
71 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
73 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
75 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
APPENDIX A
Relief Well Run Matrix
SIMULATION RUN MATRIX
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77 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
79 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
81 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
83 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
85 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
87 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
89 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
91 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
93 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
95 3000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
97 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
99 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
101 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
103 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
105 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
107 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
109 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
111 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
113 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
115 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
117 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
119 3000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
121 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
123 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
125 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
127 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
129 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
131 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
133 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
135 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
137 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
139 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
141 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
143 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
145 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
147 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
149 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
151 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
153 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
155 3000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
160 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
162 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
164 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
166 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
168 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
170 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
172 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
174 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
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176 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
178 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
180 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
182 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
184 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
186 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
188 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
190 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
192 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
194 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
196 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
198 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
200 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
202 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
204 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
206 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
208 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
210 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
212 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
214 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
216 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
218 3000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
220 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
222 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
224 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
226 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
228 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
230 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
232 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
234 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
236 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
238 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
240 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
242 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
244 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
246 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
248 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
250 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
252 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
254 3000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
256 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
258 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
260 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
262 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
264 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
266 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
268 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
270 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
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272 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
274 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
276 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
278 3000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
280 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
282 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
284 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
286 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
288 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
290 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
292 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
294 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
296 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
298 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
300 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
302 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
304 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
306 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
308 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
310 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
312 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
314 3000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
322 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
324 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
326 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
328 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
330 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
332 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
334 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
336 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
338 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
340 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
342 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
344 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
346 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
348 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
350 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
352 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
354 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
356 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
358 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
360 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
362 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
364 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
366 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
368 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
370 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
372 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
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374 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
376 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
378 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
380 3000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
382 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
384 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
386 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
388 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
390 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
392 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
394 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
396 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
398 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
400 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
402 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
404 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
406 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
408 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
410 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
412 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
414 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
416 3000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
418 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
420 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
422 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
424 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
426 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
428 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
430 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
432 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
434 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
436 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
438 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
440 3000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
442 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
444 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
446 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
448 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
450 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
452 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
454 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
456 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
458 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
460 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
462 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
464 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
466 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
468 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
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470 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
472 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
474 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
476 3000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
484 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
486 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
488 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
490 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
492 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
494 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
496 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
498 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
500 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
502 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
504 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
506 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
508 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
510 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
512 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
514 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
516 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
518 8000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
520 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
522 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
524 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
526 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
528 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
530 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
532 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
534 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
536 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
538 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
540 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
542 8000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
544 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
546 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
548 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
550 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
552 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
554 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
556 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
558 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
560 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
562 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
564 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
566 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
568 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
570 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
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572 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
574 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
576 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
578 8000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
580 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
582 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
584 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
586 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
588 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
590 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
592 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
594 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
596 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
598 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
600 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
602 8000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
604 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
606 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
608 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
610 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
612 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
614 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
616 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
618 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
620 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
622 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
624 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
626 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
628 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
630 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
632 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
634 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
636 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
638 8000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
646 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
648 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
650 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
652 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
654 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
656 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
658 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
660 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
662 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
664 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
666 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
668 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
670 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
672 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
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674 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
676 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
678 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
680 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
682 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
684 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
686 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
688 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
690 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
692 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
694 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
696 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
698 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
700 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
702 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
704 8000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
706 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
708 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
710 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
712 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
714 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
716 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
718 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
720 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
722 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
724 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
726 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
728 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
730 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
732 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
734 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
736 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
738 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
740 8000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
742 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
744 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
746 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
748 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
750 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
752 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
754 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
756 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
758 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
760 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
762 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
764 8000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
766 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
768 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
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770 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
772 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
774 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
776 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
778 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
780 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
782 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
784 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
786 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
788 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
790 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
792 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
794 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
796 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
798 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
800 8000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
808 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
810 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
812 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
814 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
816 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
818 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
820 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
822 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
824 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
826 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
828 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
830 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
832 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
834 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
836 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
838 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
840 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
842 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
844 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
846 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
848 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
850 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
852 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
854 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
856 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
858 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
860 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
862 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
864 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
866 8000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
868 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
870 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
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872 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
874 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
876 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
878 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
880 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
882 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
884 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
886 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
888 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
890 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
892 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
894 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
896 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
898 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
900 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
902 8000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
904 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
906 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
908 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
910 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
912 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
914 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
916 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
918 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
920 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
922 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
924 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
926 8000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
928 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
930 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
932 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
934 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
936 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
938 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
940 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
942 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
944 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
946 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
948 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
950 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
952 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
954 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
956 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
958 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
960 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
962 8000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
970 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
972 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
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974 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
976 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
978 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
980 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
982 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
984 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
986 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
988 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
990 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
992 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
994 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
996 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
998 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1000 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1002 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1004 12000 0 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1006 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
1008 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
1010 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1012 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1014 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
1016 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1018 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
1020 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1022 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1024 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1026 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
1028 12000 0 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1030 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1032 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1034 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1036 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1038 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1040 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1042 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1044 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1046 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1048 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1050 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1052 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1054 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1056 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1058 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1060 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1062 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1064 12000 0 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1066 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
1068 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
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1070 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1072 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1074 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
1076 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1078 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
1080 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1082 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1084 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1086 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
1088 12000 0 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1090 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1092 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1094 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1096 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1098 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1100 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1102 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1104 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1106 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1108 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1110 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1112 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1114 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1116 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1118 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1120 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1122 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1124 12000 0 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1132 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
1134 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1136 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1138 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1140 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
1142 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1144 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1146 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1148 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1150 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1152 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1154 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1156 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1158 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1160 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1162 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1164 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1166 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1168 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
1170 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
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1172 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1174 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1176 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
1178 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1180 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
1182 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1184 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1186 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1188 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
1190 12000 5000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1192 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1194 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1196 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1198 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1200 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1202 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1204 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1206 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1208 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1210 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1212 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1214 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1216 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1218 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1220 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1222 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1224 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1226 12000 5000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1228 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
1230 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
1232 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1234 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1236 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
1238 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1240 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
1242 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1244 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1246 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1248 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
1250 12000 5000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1252 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1254 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1256 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1258 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1260 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1262 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1264 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1266 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
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1268 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1270 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1272 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1274 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1276 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1278 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1280 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1282 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1284 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1286 12000 5000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1294 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 2
1296 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1298 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1300 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1302 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 2
1304 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1306 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1308 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1310 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1312 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1314 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1316 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1318 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1320 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1322 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1324 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1326 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1328 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1330 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 2
1332 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1 1.5
1334 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1336 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1338 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 2
1340 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1342 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 2
1344 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1346 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1348 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1350 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 2
1352 12000 10000 Hanging from BOP DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1354 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1356 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1358 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1360 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1362 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1364 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1366 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1368 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
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1370 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1372 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1374 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1376 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1378 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1380 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1382 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1384 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1386 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1388 12000 10000 Dropped DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1390 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 2
1392 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1 1.5
1394 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 2
1396 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 1.5 1.5
1398 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 2
1400 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 50% 2 1.5
1402 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 2
1404 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1 1.5
1406 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 2
1408 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 1.5 1.5
1410 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 2
1412 12000 10000 Dropped DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
1414 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 2
1416 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1 1.5
1418 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 2
1420 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 1.5 1.5
1422 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 2
1424 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 7 2 1.5
1426 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 2
1428 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1.5
1430 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 2
1432 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 1.5 1.5
1434 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 2
1436 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 10.75 2 1.5
1438 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 2
1440 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1 1.5
1442 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 2
1444 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 1.5 1.5
1446 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 2
1448 12000 10000 No DS Casing OD 12.75 2 1.5
1450 12000 10000 No DS DS Length 25% 2 1.5
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DS # TVD WATER DS PARAMETER PARAMETER DS
BML DEPTH STATUS VARIED VALUE LENGTH
1 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
2 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
3 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
4 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
5 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
6 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
7 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
8 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
9 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
10 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
11 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
12 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
13 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
14 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
15 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
16 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
17 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
18 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
19 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
20 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
21 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
22 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
23 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
24 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
25 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
26 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
27 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
28 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
29 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
30 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
31 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
32 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
33 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
34 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
35 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
36 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
37 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
38 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
39 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
40 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
41 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
42 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
43 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
Kill With Drillstring Run Matrix
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44 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
45 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
46 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
47 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
48 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
49 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
50 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
51 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
52 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
53 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
54 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
55 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
56 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
57 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
58 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
59 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
60 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
61 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 1
62 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.75
63 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.5
64 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.63 0.25
65 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
66 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
67 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
68 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
69 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
70 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
71 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
72 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
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TVD WATER CASING DS DS GAS  TVD  
SERIES BML DEPTH SIZE STATUS LEN % RATE MSL
1 3000 0 8.625 hanging 100 10.05 3000
2 3000 0 10.75 hanging 100 27.30 3000
3 3000 0 12.75 hanging 100 33.47 3000
4 3000 0 10.75 hanging 50 31.68 3000
5 3000 0 10.75 hanging 25 151.33 3000
6 3000 0 8.625 dropped 100 10.05 3000
7 3000 0 10.75 dropped 100 27.30 3000
8 3000 0 12.75 dropped 100 33.47 3000
9 3000 0 10.75 dropped 50 28.18 3000
10 3000 0 10.75 dropped 25 28.62 3000
11 3000 0 8.625 no DS 0 32.86 3000
12 3000 0 10.75 no DS 0 33.78 3000
13 3000 0 12.75 no DS 0 34.60 3000
14 3000 5000 8.625 hanging 100 25.27 8000
15 3000 5000 10.75 hanging 100 80.56 8000
16 3000 5000 12.75 hanging 100 109.49 8000
17 3000 5000 10.75 hanging 50 80.56 8000
18 3000 5000 10.75 hanging 25 98.34 8000
19 3000 5000 8.625 dropped 100 25.26 8000
20 3000 5000 10.75 dropped 100 80.55 8000
21 3000 5000 12.75 dropped 100 109.48 8000
22 3000 5000 10.75 dropped 50 80.55 8000
23 3000 5000 10.75 dropped 25 83.13 8000
24 3000 5000 8.625 no DS 0 109.82 8000
25 3000 5000 10.75 no DS 0 112.41 8000
26 3000 5000 12.75 no DS 0 114.92 8000
27 3000 10000 8.625 hanging 100 33.74 13000
28 3000 10000 10.75 hanging 100 103.58 13000
29 3000 10000 12.75 hanging 100 135.15 13000
30 3000 10000 10.75 hanging 50 103.58 13000
31 3000 10000 10.75 hanging 25 103.58 13000
32 3000 10000 8.625 dropped 100 33.72 13000
33 3000 10000 10.75 dropped 100 103.57 13000
34 3000 10000 12.75 dropped 100 135.15 13000
35 3000 10000 10.75 dropped 50 103.57 13000
36 3000 10000 10.75 dropped 25 103.57 13000
37 3000 10000 8.625 no DS 100 133.85 13000
38 3000 10000 10.75 no DS 100 137.02 13000
39 3000 10000 12.75 no DS 100 140.08 13000
40 8000 0 8.625 hanging 100 20.95 8000
41 8000 0 10.75 hanging 100 79.67 8000
42 8000 0 12.75 hanging 100 131.02 8000
43 8000 0 10.75 hanging 50 104.15 8000
44 8000 0 10.75 hanging 25 117.06 8000
45 8000 0 8.625 dropped 100 20.95 8000
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46 8000 0 10.75 dropped 100 79.67 8000
47 8000 0 12.75 dropped 100 131.02 8000
48 8000 0 10.75 dropped 50 89.03 8000
49 8000 0 10.75 dropped 25 95.04 8000
50 8000 0 8.625 no DS 0 139.95 8000
51 8000 0 10.75 no DS 0 151.25 8000
52 8000 0 12.75 no DS 0 158.74 8000
53 8000 5000 8.625 hanging 100 31.49 13000
54 8000 5000 10.75 hanging 100 122.61 13000
55 8000 5000 12.75 hanging 100 203.96 13000
56 8000 5000 10.75 hanging 50 145.72 13000
57 8000 5000 10.75 hanging 25 168.82 13000
58 8000 5000 8.625 dropped 100 13000
59 8000 5000 10.75 dropped 100 122.56 13000
60 8000 5000 12.75 dropped 100 203.92 13000
61 8000 5000 10.75 dropped 50 127.68 13000
62 8000 5000 10.75 dropped 25 140.99 13000
63 8000 5000 8.625 no DS 0 215.70 13000
64 8000 5000 10.75 no DS 0 230.61 13000
65 8000 5000 12.75 no DS 0 238.90 13000
66 8000 10000 8.625 hanging 100 23.84 18000
67 8000 10000 10.75 hanging 100 143.39 18000
68 8000 10000 12.75 hanging 100 227.66 18000
69 8000 10000 10.75 hanging 50 143.39 18000
70 8000 10000 10.75 hanging 25 183.67 18000
71 8000 10000 8.625 dropped 100 37.65 18000
72 8000 10000 10.75 dropped 100 143.34 18000
73 8000 10000 12.75 dropped 100 227.63 18000
74 8000 10000 10.75 dropped 50 143.34 18000
75 8000 10000 10.75 dropped 25 157.55 18000
76 8000 10000 8.625 no DS 0 235.55 18000
77 8000 10000 10.75 no DS 0 245.87 18000
78 8000 10000 12.75 no DS 0 255.41 18000
79 12000 0 8.625 hanging 100 28.05 12000
80 12000 0 10.75 hanging 100 106.10 12000
81 12000 0 12.75 hanging 100 191.51 12000
82 12000 0 10.75 hanging 50 140.46 12000
83 12000 0 10.75 hanging 25 163.12 12000
84 12000 0 8.625 dropped 75 28.44 12000
85 12000 0 10.75 dropped 100 106.10 12000
86 12000 0 12.75 dropped 100 191.51 12000
87 12000 0 10.75 dropped 50 123.09 12000
88 12000 0 10.75 dropped 25 135.36 12000
89 12000 0 8.625 no DS 0 212.19 12000
90 12000 0 10.75 no DS 0 237.41 12000
91 12000 0 12.75 no DS 0 254.09 12000
92 12000 5000 8.625 hanging 95 39.95 17000
93 12000 5000 10.75 hanging 100 142.88 17000
94 12000 5000 12.75 hanging 100 259.48 17000
95 12000 5000 10.75 hanging 50 174.17 17000
96 12000 5000 10.75 hanging 25 206.78 17000
97 12000 5000 8.625 dropped 100 38.42 17000
98 12000 5000 10.75 dropped 100 142.81 17000
126
99 12000 5000 12.75 dropped 100 259.42 17000
100 12000 5000 10.75 dropped 50 154.72 17000
101 12000 5000 10.75 dropped 25 174.58 17000
102 12000 5000 8.625 no DS 100 284.44 17000
103 12000 5000 10.75 no DS 100 312.87 17000
104 12000 5000 12.75 no DS 100 327.85 17000
105 12000 10000 8.625 hanging 40 49.69 22000
106 12000 10000 10.75 hanging 100 162.10 22000
107 12000 10000 12.75 hanging 100 283.96 22000
108 12000 10000 10.75 hanging 50 183.99 22000
109 12000 10000 10.75 hanging 25 220.16 22000
110 12000 10000 8.625 dropped 30 43.99 22000
111 12000 10000 10.75 dropped 100 162.02 22000
112 12000 10000 12.75 dropped 100 283.89 22000
113 12000 10000 10.75 dropped 50 165.37 22000
114 12000 10000 10.75 dropped 25 188.76 22000
115 12000 10000 8.625 no DS 0 304.26 22000
116 12000 10000 10.75 no DS 0 325.96 22000
117 12000 10000 12.75 no DS 0 340.98 22000
Series
1 Run # 1-12
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 10.046 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 62.421 DS Status hanging n/a
300 323.79 Parameter csg n/a
600 444.9 Par. Value 8.625 in
900 538.847
1200 618.705
1500 689.593
1800 754.152
2100 813.958
2400 870.04
2700 1160.139
3000 1475.988
2 Run # 13-24
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 27.297 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 44.834 DS Status hanging n/a
300 164.204 Parameter csg n/a
600 221.02 Par. Value 10.75
900 265.483
1200 303.484
1500 337.346
1800 368.275
2100 396.99
2400 423.966
2700 575.3
3000 739.253
127
3 Run # 25-36
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.473 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 24.46 DS Status hanging n/a
300 68.567 Parameter csg n/a
600 90.578 Par. Value 12.75
900 107.913
1200 122.788
1500 136.082
1800 148.252
2100 159.572
2400 170.222
2700 222.929
3000 281.335
4 Run # 37-48
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 31.678 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 55.867 DS Status hanging n/a
300 190.426 Parameter ds length n/a
600 256.099 Par. Value 50 %
900 307.492
1200 351.409
1500 390.536
1800 394.064
2100 396.064
2400 399.793
2700 403.85
3000 408.515
5 Run # 49-60
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 151.336 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 57.048 DS Status hanging n/a
300 195.429 Parameter ds length n/a
600 262.826 Par. Value 25
900 292.624
1200 295.035
1500 297.457
1800 299.889
2100 302.333
2400 304.787
2700 308.881
3000 313.797
6 Run # 61-72
128
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 10.046 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 62.421 DS Status dropped n/a
300 323.79 Parameter csg n/a
600 444.9 Par. Value 8.625
900 538.847
1200 618.705
1500 689.593
1800 754.152
2100 813.958
2400 870.04
2700 1160.139
3000 1475.988
7 Run # 73-84
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 27.297 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 44.834 DS Status dropped n/a
300 164.204 Parameter csg n/a
600 221.02 Par. Value 10.75
900 265.483
1200 303.484
1500 337.346
1800 368.275
2100 396.99
2400 423.966
2700 575.3
3000 739.253
8 Run # 85-96
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.473 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 24.46 DS Status dropped n/a
300 68.567 Parameter csg n/a
600 90.578 Par. Value 12.75
900 107.913
1200 122.788
1500 136.082
1800 148.252
2100 159.572
2400 170.222
2700 222.929
3000 281.335
9 Run # 97-108
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 28.175 MMscf/D Wellbore units
129
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 28.635 DS Status dropped n/a
300 33.877 Parameter ds length n/a
600 38.38 Par. Value 50
900 42.41
1200 46.103
1500 49.541
1800 169.223
2100 227.645
2400 273.377
2700 487.878
3000 684.279
10 Run # 109-120
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 28.622 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 17.898 DS Status dropped n/a
300 26.09 Parameter ds length n/a
600 31.955 Par. Value 25
900 36.835
1200 41.131
1500 45.029
1800 48.634
2100 52.011
2400 131.215
2700 436.448
3000 654.768
11 Run # 121-132
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 32.857 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 18.334 DS Status no DS n/a
300 45.804 Parameter csg n/a
600 59.79 Par. Value 8.625
900 70.866
1200 80.396
1500 88.929
1800 96.749
2100 104.03
2400 110.886
2700 129.42
3000 150.84
12 Run # 133-144
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.779 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
130
0 15.154 DS Status no DS n/a
300 27.727 Parameter csg n/a
600 35.273 Par. Value 10.75
900 41.341
1200 46.598
1500 51.325
1800 55.67
2100 59.724
2400 63.547
2700 75.165
3000 88.6
13 Run # 145-156
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 34.6 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 15.292 DS Status no DS n/a
300 20.229 Parameter csg n/a
600 24.028 Par. Value 12.75
900 27.266
1200 30.152
1500 32.79
1800 35.243
2100 37.55
2400 39.739
2700 46.505
3000 54.403
14 Run # 160-171
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 25.273 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2233.582 DS Status hanging n/a
5300 2356.182 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2475.372 Par. Value 8.625
5900 2589.797
6200 2700.167
6500 2807.053
6800 2910.923
7100 3012.167
7400 3111.114
7700 3617.699
8000 4257.778
15 Run # 172-183
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 80.56 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2238.115 DS Status hanging n/a
5300 2286.941 Parameter csg n/a
131
5600 2335.866 Par. Value 10.75
5900 2384.268
6200 2432.205
6500 2479.731
6800 2526.897
7100 2573.751
7400 2620.337
7700 2834.752
8000 3114.34
16 Run # 184-195
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 109.488 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2253.064 DS Status hanging n/a
5300 2274.704 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2296.656 Par. Value 12.75
5900 2318.806
6200 2341.167
6500 2363.749
6800 2386.563
7100 2409.623
7400 2432.941
7700 2485.826
8000 2552.877
17 Run # 196-207
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 80.56 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2238.115 DS Status hanging n/a
5300 2286.941 Parameter ds length n/a
5600 2335.866 Par. Value 50
5900 2384.268
6200 2432.205
6500 2479.731
6800 2526.897
7100 2573.751
7400 2620.337
7700 2834.752
8000 3114.34
18 Run # 208-219
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 98.399 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2249.385 DS Status hanging n/a
5300 2314.357 Parameter ds length n/a
5600 2379.017 Par. Value 25
5900 2442.491
132
6200 2504.905
6500 2566.372
6800 2626.996
7100 2674.169
7400 2694.353
7700 2716.288
8000 2739.291
19 Run # 220-231
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 25.259 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2234.204 DS Status dropped n/a
5300 2358.83 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2477.823 Par. Value 8.625
5900 2592.075
6200 2702.29
6500 2809.038
6800 2912.782
7100 3013.912
7400 3112.752
7700 3618.688
8000 4258.06
20 Run # 232-243
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 80.545 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2238.087 DS Status dropped n/a
5300 2287.579 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2336.488 Par. Value 10.75
5900 2384.874
6200 2432.796
6500 2480.308
6800 2527.46
7100 2574.301
7400 2620.876
7700 2835.189
8000 3114.654
21 Run # 244-255
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 109.482 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2253.079 DS Status dropped n/a
5300 2274.843 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2296.794 Par. Value 12.75
5900 2318.945
6200 2341.305
6500 2363.887
133
6800 2386.702
7100 2409.762
7400 2433.079
7700 2485.959
8000 2553.003
22 Run # 256-267
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 80.545 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2238.087 DS Status dropped n/a
5300 2287.579 Parameter ds length n/a
5600 2336.488 Par. Value 50
5900 2384.874
6200 2432.796
6500 2480.308
6800 2527.46
7100 2574.301
7400 2620.876
7700 2835.189
8000 3114.654
23 Run # 268-279
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 83.126 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2241.826 DS Status dropped n/a
5300 2257.575 Parameter ds length n/a
5600 2273.59 Par. Value 25
5900 2289.879
6200 2328.884
6500 2379.018
6800 2428.636
7100 2477.799
7400 2526.563
7700 2759.283
8000 3060.6
24 Run # 280-291
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 109.823 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2241.814 DS Status no DS n/a
5300 2259.869 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2278.163 Par. Value 8.625
5900 2296.704
6200 2315.504
6500 2334.571
6800 2353.916
7100 2373.551
134
7400 2393.485
7700 2419.14
8000 2447.788
25 Run # 292-303
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 112.41 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2260.774 DS Status no DS n/a
5300 2277.035 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2293.559 Par. Value 10.75
5900 2310.357
6200 2327.436
6500 2344.806
6800 2362.479
7100 2380.464
7400 2398.772
7700 2419.438
8000 2441.458
26 Run # 304-315
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 114.919 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2266.841 DS Status no DS n/a
5300 2282.584 Parameter csg n/a
5600 2298.599 Par. Value 12.75
5900 2314.892
6200 2331.474
6500 2348.542
6800 2365.542
7100 2383.049
7400 2400.885
7700 2419.789
8000 2439.409
27 Run # 322-333
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.737 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4493.958 DS Status hanging n/a
10300 4627.924 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4761.889 Par. Value 8.625
10900 4893.88
11200 5024.092
11500 5152.691
11800 5279.827
12100 5405.631
12400 5530.221
12700 6167.483
135
13000 7021.6
28 Run # 334-345
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.584 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4484.997 DS Status hanging n/a
10300 4543.363 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4602.303 Par. Value 10.75
10900 4661.216
11200 4720.12
11500 4779.034
11800 4837.972
12100 4896.952
12400 4955.988
12700 5189.871
13000 5505.081
29 Run # 346-357
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 135.15 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4480.23 DS Status hanging n/a
10300 4513.294 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4546.784 Par. Value 12.75
10900 4580.602
11200 4614.753
11500 4649.244
11800 4684.079
12100 4719.264
12400 4754.803
12700 4816.928
13000 4892.431
30 Run # 358-369
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.584 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4484.997 DS Status hanging n/a
10300 4543.363 Parameter ds length n/a
10600 4602.303 Par. Value 50
10900 4661.216
11200 4720.12
11500 4779.034
11800 4837.972
12100 4896.952
12400 4955.988
12700 5189.871
13000 5505.081
136
31 Run # 370-381 same as previous
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.584 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4484.997 DS Status hanging n/a
10300 4543.363 Parameter ds length n/a
10600 4602.303 Par. Value 25
10900 4661.216
11200 4720.12
11500 4779.034
11800 4837.972
12100 4896.952
12400 4955.988
12700 5189.871
13000 5505.081
32 Run # 382-393
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.723 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4494.075 DS Status dropped n/a
10300 4630.119 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4763.977 Par. Value 8.625
10900 4895.868
11200 5025.983
11500 5154.491
11800 5281.538
12100 5407.258
12400 5531.766
12700 6168.484
13000 7021.91
33 Run # 394-405
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.566 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.011 DS Status dropped n/a
10300 4543.986 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4602.916 Par. Value 10.75
10900 4661.819
11200 4720.713
11500 4779.617
11800 4838.546
12100 4897.517
12400 4956.543
12700 5190.35
13000 5505.454
34 Run # 406-417
Intitial Conditions
137
Surface Gas Rate 135.145 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4480.235 DS Status dropped n/a
10300 4513.403 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4546.893 Par. Value 12.75
10900 4580.711
11200 4614.862
11500 4649.353
11800 4684.188
12100 4719.372
12400 4754.912
12700 4817.034
13000 4892.534
35 Run # 418-429
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.566 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.011 DS Status dropped n/a
10300 4543.986 Parameter ds length n/a
10600 4602.916 Par. Value 50
10900 4661.819
11200 4720.713
11500 4779.617
11800 4838.546
12100 4897.517
12400 4956.543
12700 5190.35
13000 5505.454
36 Run # 430-441
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 103.566 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.011 DS Status dropped n/a
10300 4543.986 Parameter ds length n/a
10600 4602.916 Par. Value 25
10900 4661.819
11200 4720.713
11500 4779.617
11800 4838.546
12100 4897.517
12400 4956.543
12700 5190.35
13000 5505.454
37 Run # 442-453
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 133.849 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
138
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4472.865 DS Status no DS n/a
10300 4502.871 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4533.23 Par. Value 8.625
10900 4563.949
11200 4595.032
11500 4626.485
11800 4658.312
12100 4690.519
12400 4723.11
12700 4760.728
13000 4801.065
38 Run # 454-465
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 137.015 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4486.709 DS Status no DS n/a
10300 4515.198 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4544.055 Par. Value 10.75
10900 4573.286
11200 4602.896
11500 4632.889
11800 4663.271
12100 4694.047
12400 4725.22
12700 4758.532
13000 4793.124
39 Run # 466-477
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 140.076 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 3000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4491.171 DS Status no DS n/a
10300 4519.217 Parameter csg n/a
10600 4547.635 Par. Value 12.75
10900 4576.431
11200 4605.61
11500 4635.177
11800 4665.136
12100 4695.492
12400 4726.25
12700 4758.038
13000 4790.549
40 Run # 484-495
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 20.951 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 137.103 DS Status hanging n/a
139
800 1040.893 Parameter csg n/a
1600 1459.201 Par. Value 8.625
2400 1790.575
3200 2079.94
4000 2344.313
4800 2592.166
5600 2828.359
6400 3055.937
7200 3276.931
8000 4312.821
41 Run # 496-507
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 79.665 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 125.333 DS Status hanging n/a
800 718.351 Parameter csg n/a
1600 996.037 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1216.467
3200 1408.56
4000 1583.455
4800 1746.793
5600 1901.871
6400 2050.788
7200 2194.969
8000 2904.993
42 Run # 508-519
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 131.021 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 106.359 DS Status hanging n/a
800 393.703 Parameter csg n/a
1600 539.679 Par. Value 12.75
2400 656.224
3200 757.929
4000 850.48
4800 936.787
5600 1018.567
6400 1096.927
7200 1172.627
8000 1500.847
43 Run # 520-531
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 104.145 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 177.747 DS Status hanging n/a
800 933.05 Parameter ds length n/a
1600 1291.933 Par. Value 50
140
2400 1577.177
3200 1826.33
4000 2053.789
4800 2093.496
5600 2129.557
6400 2165.634
7200 2201.729
8000 2244.026
44 Run # 532-543
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 117.058 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 176.751 DS Status hanging n/a
800 1044.685 Parameter ds length n/a
1600 1446.212 Par. Value 25
2400 1633.788
3200 1664.885
4000 1696.046
4800 1727.268
5600 1758.55
6400 1789.893
7200 1821.293
8000 1862.221
45 Run # 544-555
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 20.951 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 137.103 DS Status dropped n/a
800 1040.893 Parameter csg n/a
1600 1459.201 Par. Value 8.625
2400 1790.575
3200 2079.94
4000 2344.313
4800 2592.166
5600 2828.359
6400 3055.937
7200 3276.931
8000 4312.821
46 Run # 556-567
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 79.665 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 125.333 DS Status dropped n/a
800 718.351 Parameter csg n/a
1600 996.037 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1216.467
3200 1408.56
141
4000 1583.455
4800 1746.793
5600 1901.871
6400 2050.788
7200 2194.969
8000 2904.993
47 Run # 568-579
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 131.021 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 106.359 DS Status dropped n/a
800 393.703 Parameter csg n/a
1600 539.679 Par. Value 12.75
2400 656.224
3200 757.929
4000 850.48
4800 936.787
5600 1018.567
6400 1096.927
7200 1172.627
8000 1500.847
48 Run # 580-591
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 89.025 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 45.458 DS Status dropped n/a
800 104.253 Parameter ds length n/a
1600 138.869 Par. Value 50
2400 167.03
3200 191.807
4000 214.451
4800 833.376
5600 1151.897
6400 1405.292
7200 1626.217
8000 2659.759
49 Run # 592-603
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 95.037 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 33.529 DS Status dropped n/a
800 107.819 Parameter ds length n/a
1600 145.579 Par. Value 25
2400 175.995
3200 202.645
4000 226.944
4800 249.621
142
5600 271.111
6400 678.937
7200 1095.767
8000 2497.731
50 Run # 604-615
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 139.948 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 61.574 DS Status no DS n/a
800 281.568 Parameter csg n/a
1600 383.392 Par. Value 8.625
2400 465.003
3200 536.34
4000 601.304
4800 661.899
5600 719.311
6400 774.309
7200 827.419
8000 958.436
51 Run # 616-627
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 151.253 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 52.978 DS Status no DS n/a
800 170.585 Parameter csg n/a
1600 230.174 Par. Value 10.75
2400 278.137
3200 320.152
4000 358.456
4800 394.205
5600 428.085
6400 460.542
7200 491.881
8000 578.959
52 Run # 628-639
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 158.738 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 31.29 DS Status no DS n/a
800 105.687 Parameter csg n/a
1600 141.672 Par. Value 12.75
2400 170.683
3200 196.124
4000 219.335
4800 241.008
5600 261.554
6400 281.238
143
7200 300.247
8000 354.41
53 Run # 646-657
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 31.489 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2236.96 DS Status hanging n/a
5800 2698.03 Parameter csg n/a
6600 3116.629 Par. Value 8.625
7400 3504.173
8200 3871.145
9000 4223.528
9800 4565.061
10600 4898.228
11400 5224.762
12200 5545.917
13000 7093.155
54 Run # 658-669
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 122.614 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2227.744 DS Status hanging n/a
5800 2471.077 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2705.452 Par. Value 10.75
7400 2930.32
8200 3148.091
9000 3360.413
9800 3568.456
10600 3773.081
11400 3974.93
12200 4174.5
13000 5131.407
55 Run # 670-681
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 203.959 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2244.637 DS Status hanging n/a
5800 2343.308 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2541.534 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2640.176
8200 2640.176
9000 2738.623
9800 2836.945
10600 2935.199
11400 3033.433
12200 3131.687
13000 3466.186
144
56 Run # 682-693
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 145.719 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2255.656 DS Status hanging n/a
5800 2575.694 Parameter ds length n/a
6600 2877.34 Par. Value 50
7400 3162.629
8200 3436.26
9000 3701.221
9800 3959.525
10600 4212.586
11400 4461.431
12200 4556.784
13000 4633.58
57 Run # 694-705
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 168.821 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2233.611 DS Status hanging n/a
5800 2645.884 Parameter ds length n/a
6600 3024.136 Par. Value 25
7400 3376.327
8200 3710.88
9000 3797.084
9800 3862.551
10600 3929.23
11400 3994.116
12200 4060.204
13000 4135.202
58 Run # 706-717
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 31.473 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2235.089 DS Status dropped n/a
5800 2704.047 Parameter csg n/a
6600 3121.677 Par. Value 8.625
7400 3508.542
8200 3874.979
9000 4226.916
9800 4568.06
10600 4900.88
11400 5227.096
12200 5547.957
13000 7093.52
59 Run # 718-729
145
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 122.562 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2227.765 DS Status dropped n/a
5800 2474.895 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2708.915 Par. Value 10.75
7400 2933.494
8200 3151.022
9000 3363.133
9800 3570.99
10600 3775.445
11400 3977.139
12200 4176.565
13000 5132.52
60 Run # 730-741
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 203.923 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2244.619 DS Status dropped n/a
5800 2344.404 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2443.682 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2542.579
8200 2641.198
9000 2739.624
9800 2837.926
10600 2936.162
11400 3034.378
12200 3132.615
13000 3466.962
61 Run # 742-753
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 127.678 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2226.367 DS Status dropped n/a
5800 2269.618 Parameter ds length n/a
6600 2340.299 Par. Value 50
7400 2600.158
8200 2846.26
9000 3082.427
9800 3311.15
10600 3534.131
11400 3752.586
12200 3967.404
13000 5022.291
62 Run # 754-765
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 140.986 MMscf/D Wellbore units
146
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2228.571 DS Status dropped n/a
5800 2272.512 Parameter ds length n/a
6600 2316.763 Par. Value 25 %
7400 2361.319
8200 2406.178
9000 2451.333
9800 2512.82
10600 2813.668
11400 3096.877
12200 3367.504
13000 4735.571
63 Run # 766-777
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 215.701 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2259.415 DS Status no DS n/a
5800 2328.567 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2397.975 Par. Value 8.625
7400 2467.651
8200 2537.601
9000 2607.834
9800 2678.3521
10600 2749.16
11400 2820.26
12200 2891.653
13000 3015.863
64 Run # 778-789
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 230.605 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2246.037 DS Status no DS n/a
5800 2296.268 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2346.843 Par. Value 10.75
7400 2397.756
8200 2449.004
9000 2500.582
9800 2552.485
10600 2604.708
11400 2657.247
12200 2710.097
13000 2786.278
65 Run # 790-801
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 238.9 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
147
5000 2250.742 DS Status no DS n/a
5800 2294.852 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2339.271 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2383.995
8200 2429.018
9000 2474.336
9800 2519.945
10600 2665.841
11400 2612.02
12200 2658.476
13000 2713.907
66 Run # 808-819
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 37.672 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4466.947 DS Status hanging n/a
10800 4891.65 Parameter csg n/a
11600 5310.98 Par. Value 8.625
12400 5720.545
13200 6122.354
14000 6517.848
14800 6908.096
15600 7293.915
16400 7675.94
17200 8054.677
18000 9913.932
67 Run # 820-831
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 143.39 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.524 DS Status hanging n/a
10800 4715.199 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4946.139 Par. Value 10.75
12400 5175.481
13200 5403.464
14000 5630.283
14800 5856.097
15600 6081.038
16400 6305.217
17200 6528.725
18000 7559.168
68 Run # 832-843
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 227.661 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4479.167 DS Status hanging n/a
10800 4592.945 Parameter csg n/a
148
11600 4707.769 Par. Value 12.75
12400 4822.848
13200 4938.177
14000 5053.75
14800 5169.561
15600 5285.605
16400 5401.876
17200 5518.369
18000 5831.296
69 Run # 844-855
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 143.39 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.524 DS Status hanging n/a
10800 4715.199 Parameter ds length n/a
11600 4946.139 Par. Value 50
12400 5175.481
13200 5403.464
14000 5630.283
14800 5856.097
15600 6081.038
16400 6305.217
17200 6528.725
18000 7559.168
70 Run # 856-867
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 183.667 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4474.247 DS Status hanging n/a
10800 4802.322 Parameter ds length n/a
11600 5129.216 Par. Value 25
12400 5450.965
13200 5768.483
14000 6082.465
14800 6313.879
15600 6402.992
16400 6492.153
17200 6581.363
18000 6678.123
71 Run # 868-879
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 37.65 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4466.368 DS Status dropped n/a
10800 4897.727 Parameter csg n/a
11600 5316.491 Par. Value 8.625
12400 5725.551
149
13200 6126.899
14000 6521.965
14800 6911.812
15600 7297.249
16400 7678.909
17200 8057.296
18000 9914.43
72 Run # 880-891
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 143.336 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.53 DS Status dropped n/a
10800 4718.213 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4949.007 Par. Value 10.75
12400 5178.209
13200 5406.059
14000 5632.751
14800 5858.443
15600 6083.265
16400 6307.328
17200 6530.723
18000 7560.357
73 Run # 892-903
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 227.63 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4479.174 DS Status dropped n/a
10800 4593.728 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4708.545 Par. Value 12.75
12400 4823.617
13200 4938.938
14000 5054.504
14800 5170.308
15600 5286.345
16400 5402.609
17200 5519.095
18000 5831.946
74 Run # 904-915
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 143.336 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4485.53 DS Status dropped n/a
10800 4718.213 Parameter ds length n/a
11600 1919.007 Par. Value 50
12400 5178.209
13200 5406.059
14000 5632.751
150
14800 5858.443
15600 6083.265
16400 6307.328
17200 6530.723
18000 7560.357
75 Run # 916-927
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 157.553 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4450.23 DS Status dropped n/a
10800 4526.02 Parameter ds length n/a
11600 4601.975 Par. Value 25 %
12400 4678.091
13200 4754.363
14000 4947.983
14800 5211.061
15600 5471.591
16400 5729.96
17200 5986.476
18000 7248
76 Run # 928-939
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 235.551 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4480.381 DS Status no DS n/a
10800 4572.782 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4665.439 Par. Value 8.625
12400 4758.344
13200 4851.491
14000 4944.872
14800 5038.482
15600 5132.313
16400 5226.361
17200 5320.619
18000 5454.079
77 Run # 940-951
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 245.872 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4515.594 DS Status no DS n/a
10800 4595.608 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4675.807 Par. Value 10.75
12400 4756.187
13200 4836.742
14000 4917.469
14800 4998.363
15600 5079.419
151
16400 5160.633
17200 5242.002
18000 5338.905
78 Run # 952-963
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 255.41 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4479.977 DS Status no DS n/a
10800 4555.745 Parameter csg n/a
11600 4631.673 Par. Value 12.75
12400 4707.757
13200 4783.991
14000 4860.374
14800 4936.9
15600 5013.567
16400 5090.37
17200 5167.308
18000 5250.147
79 Run # 970-981 The drillstring could not be any longer than 11700 ft 
Intitial Conditions pressure did not converge
Surface Gas Rate 28.049 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 178.698 DS Status hanging n/a
1200 1675.161 Parameter csg n/a
2400 2378.249 Par. Value 8.625
3600 2954.465 DS Length 11700
4800 3473.274
6000 3959.453
7200 4424.707
8400 4875.471
9600 5315.645
10800 5747.766
12000 6543.663
80 Run # 982-993
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 106.096 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 165.567 DS Status hanging n/a
1200 114.113 Parameter csg n/a
2400 1606.949 Par. Value 10.75
3600 1982.571
4800 2317.358
6000 2628.552
7200 2924.553
8400 3210.076
9600 3488.014
10800 3760.258
152
12000 4727.526
81 Run # 994-1005
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 191.509 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 120.125 DS Status hanging n/a
1200 681.875 Parameter csg n/a
2400 950.021 Par. Value 12.75
3600 1167.223
4800 1359.839
6000 1537.902
7200 1706.427
8400 1868.295
9600 2025.318
10800 2178.704
12000 2652.204
82 Run # 1006-1017
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 140.464 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 185.764 DS Status hanging n/a
1200 1500.82 Parameter ds length n/a
2400 2108.681 Par. Value 50
3600 2605.855
4800 3052.184
6000 3469.432
7200 3557.314
8400 3638.077
9600 3718.254
10800 3797.88
12000 3884.374
83 Run # 1018-1029
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 163.122 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 260.305 DS Status hanging n/a
1200 1734.345 Parameter ds length n/a
2400 2438.992 Par. Value 25 %
3600 2785.737
4800 2859.509
6000 2932.847
7200 3005.781
8400 3078.337
9600 3150.538
10800 3222.407
12000 3305.461
153
84 Run # 1030-1041 DS length caused surface pressure to not converge
Intitial Conditions had to reduce DS length to 9000 ft.
Surface Gas Rate 28.441 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 154.134 DS Status dropped n/a
1200 170.348 Parameter csg n/a
2400 185.981 Par. Value 8.625
3600 1254.654 DS length 9000 ft
4800 2154.34
6000 2812.067
7200 3381.752
8400 3905.131
9600 4400.004
10800 4875.626
12000 6534.454
85 Run # 1042-1053
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 106.096 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 165.567 DS Status dropped n/a
1200 1144.113 Parameter csg n/a
2400 1606.949 Par. Value 10.75
3600 1982.571
4800 2317.358
6000 2628.552
7200 2924.553
8400 3210.076
9600 3488.014
10800 3760.258
12000 4727.526
86 Run # 1054-1065
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 191.509 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 120.125 DS Status dropped n/a
1200 681.875 Parameter csg n/a
2400 950.021 Par. Value 12.75
3600 1167.223
4800 1359.839
6000 1537.902
7200 1706.427
8400 1868.295
9600 2025.318
10800 2178.704
12000 2652.204
87 Run # 1066-1077
Intitial Conditions
154
Surface Gas Rate 123.09 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 57.533 DS Status dropped n/a
1200 167.783 Parameter ds length n/a
2400 229.247 Par. Value 50
3600 279.615
4800 324.404
6000 365.788
7200 1424.254
8400 1991.911
9600 2454.005
10800 2865.555
12000 4314.891
88 Run # 1078-1088
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 135.363 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 68.522 DS Status dropped n/a
1200 185.619 Parameter ds length n/a
2400 252.751 Par. Value 25
3600 307.884
4800 356.956
6000 402.322
7200 445.195
8400 486.287
9600 1204.675
10800 1970.222
12000 4011.798
89 Run # 1090-1101
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 212.186 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 115.132 DS Status no DS n/a
1200 507.452 Parameter csg n/a
2400 701.292 Par. Value 8.625
3600 858.953
4800 998.86
6000 1128.131
7200 1250.361
8400 1367.637
9600 1481.283
10800 1592.19
12000 1802.077
90 Run # 1102-1113
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 237.405 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
155
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 69.17 DS Status no DS n/a
1200 315.518 Parameter csg n/a
2400 433.812 Par. Value 10.75
3600 530.201
4800 615.749
6000 694.748
7200 769.376
8400 840.903
9600 910.143
10800 977.646
12000 1118.184
91 Run # 1114-1125
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 254.085 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 48.827 DS Status no DS n/a
1200 199.015 Parameter csg n/a
2400 271.892 Par. Value 12.75
3600 331.415
4800 384.292
6000 433.133
7200 479.268
8400 523.474
9600 566.251
10800 607.937
12000 696.632
92 Run # 1132-1143 DS length caused surface pressure to not converge
Intitial Conditions had to reduce DS length to 11500 ft.
Surface Gas Rate 39.948 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2233.037 DS Status hanging n/a
6200 3228.878 Parameter csg n/a
7400 4067.113 Par. Value 8.625
8600 4827.977 DS Length 11500 ft
9800 5545.367
11000 6234.752
12200 6904.512
13400 7559.703
14600 8203.62
15800 8838.531
17000 9272.727
93 Run # 1144-1155
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 142.881 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2225.023 DS Status hanging n/a
156
6200 2686.583 Parameter csg n/a
7400 3114.88 Par. Value 10.75
8600 3518.58
9800 3906.309
11000 4282.943
12200 4651.481
13400 5013.892
14600 5371.528
15800 5725.353
17000 6981.855
94 Run # 1156-1167
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 259.481 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2231.141 DS Status hanging n/a
6200 2431.956 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2631.477 Par. Value 12.75
8600 2828.034
9800 3022.396
11000 3215.108
12200 3406.562
13400 3597.05
14600 3786.789
15800 3975.946
17000 4504.613
95 Run # 1168-1179
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 174.174 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2251.437 DS Status hanging n/a
6200 2884.577 Parameter ds length n/a
7400 3451.11 Par. Value 50 %
8600 3976.176
9800 4475.905
11000 4958.624
12200 5429.174
13400 5890.608
14600 6042.772
15800 6160.471
17000 6285.125
96 Run # 1180-1191
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 206.778 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2248.118 DS Status hanging n/a
6200 3088.794 Parameter ds length n/a
7400 3812.441 Par. Value 25
157
8600 4473.625
9800 4877.035
11000 4990.087
12200 5102.619
13400 5214.657
14600 5326.225
15800 5437.343
17000 5559.545
97 Run # 1192-1203 DS length caused surface pressure to not converge
Intitial Conditions had to reduce DS length to 8500 ft.
Surface Gas Rate 38.418 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 50000 ft
5000 2244.629 DS Status dropped n/a
6200 2306.673 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2368.675 Par. Value 8.625
8600 2512.553
9800 3453.615
11000 4253.232
12200 4984.885
13400 5676.284
14600 6340.959
15800 6986.547
17000 9308.083
98 Run # 1204-1215
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 142.806 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2225.189 DS Status dropped n/a
6200 2693.896 Parameter csg n/a
7400 3121.207 Par. Value 10.75
8600 3524.19
9800 3911.353
11000 4287.513
12200 4655.638
13400 5017.679
14600 5374.975
15800 5728.485
17000 6983.535
99 Run # 1216-1227
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 259.416 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2230.967 DS Status dropped n/a
6200 2434.418 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2633.808 Par. Value 12.75
8600 2830.253
9800 3024.519
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11000 3217.144
12200 3408.519
13400 3598.935
14600 3788.606
15800 3977.7
17000 4506.038
100 Run # 1228-1239
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 154.717 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2248.266 DS Status dropped n/a
6200 2315.583 Parameter ds length n/a
7400 2382.979 Par. Value 50
8600 2409.311
9800 3017.497
11000 3497.437
12200 3949.219
13400 4382.436
14600 4802.569
15800 5213.032
17000 6718.187
101 Run # 1240-1251
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 174.581 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2253.842 DS Status dropped n/a
6200 2323.072 Parameter ds length n/a
7400 2392.417 Par. Value 25
8600 2461.872
9800 2531.435
11000 2601.1
12200 2670.866
13400 3065.38
14600 3673.698
15800 4232.331
17000 6276.075
102 Run # 1252-1263
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 284.44 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2254.147 DS Status no DS n/a
6200 2388.826 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2523.24 Par. Value 8.625
8600 2657.512
9800 2791.729
11000 2925.958
12200 3060.247
159
13400 3194.632
14600 3329.139
15800 3463.786
17000 3683.365
103 Run # 1264-1275
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 312.868 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2242.426 DS Status no DS n/a
6200 2329.658 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2417.236 Par. Value 10.75
8600 2505.146
9800 2593.372
11000 2681.9
12200 2770.719
13400 2859.814
14600 2949.175
15800 3038.791
17000 3170.387
104 Run # 1276-1287
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 327.848 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2256.46 DS Status no DS n/a
6200 2327.072 Parameter csg n/a
7400 2397.823 Par. Value 12.75
8600 2468.708
9800 2539.722
11000 2610.859
12200 2682.116
13400 2753.488
14600 2824.97
15800 2896.559
17000 2984.868
105 Run # 1294-1306 DS length caused surface pressure to not converge
Intitial Conditions had to reduce DS length to 11500 ft.
Surface Gas Rate 46.045 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4469.968 DS Status hanging n/a
11200 5350.204 Parameter csg n/a
12400 6197.633 Par. Value 8.625
13600 7013.631
14800 7807.605
16000 8585.175
17200 9349.979
18400 10104.523
19600 10850.609
160
20800 11589.582
22000 12094.059
106 Run # 1306-1317
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 162.096 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4498.425 DS Status hanging n/a
11200 4906.203 Parameter csg n/a
12400 5314.213 Par. Value 10.75
13600 5717.712
14800 6117.623
16000 6514.616
17200 6909.193
18400 7301.74
19600 7692.557
20800 8081.886
22000 9446.124
107 Run # 1318-1329
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 283.957 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4496.458 DS Status hanging n/a
11200 4700.333 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4906.133 Par. Value 12.75
13600 5112.035
14800 5318.036
16000 5524.133
17200 5730.324
18400 5936.604
19600 6142.972
20800 6349.422
22000 6854.937
108 Run # 1330-1341
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 183.994 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4503.164 DS Status hanging n/a
11200 4994.398 Parameter ds length n/a
12400 5482.607 Par. Value 50
13600 5962.739
14800 6436.613
16000 6905.499
17200 7370.315
18400 7831.7545
19600 8290.317
20800 8746.442
22000 8951.26
161
109 Run # 1342-1353
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 220.159 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4501.931 DS Status hanging n/a
11200 5152.195 Parameter ds length n/a
12400 5789.802 Par. Value 25
13600 6410.782
14800 7019.464
16000 7436.231
17200 7576.311
18400 7715.625
19600 7854.201
20800 7992.068
22000 8139.586
110 Run # 1354-1365 DS length caused surface pressure to not converge
Intitial Conditions had to reduce DS length to 8500 ft.
Surface Gas Rate 43.992 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4475.112 DS Status dropped n/a
11200 4585.983 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4696.126 Par. Value 8.625
13600 4866.224
14800 5703.971
16000 6501.774
17200 7272.643
18400 8024.002
19600 8760.505
20800 9486.271
22000 12143.047
111 Run # 1366-1377
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 162.019 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4498.437 DS Status dropped n/a
11200 4911.828 Parameter csg n/a
12400 5319.442 Par. Value 10.75
13600 5722.58
14800 6122.155
16000 6518.831
17200 6913.107
18400 7305.363
19600 7695.901
20800 8084.958
22000 9447.875
112 Run # 1379-1390
162
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 283.893 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4496.573 DS Status dropped n/a
11200 4702.231 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4907.993 Par. Value 12.75
13600 5113.857
14800 5319.821
16000 5525.881
17200 5732.034
18400 5938.278
19600 6144.608
20800 6351.021
22000 6856.324
113 Run # 1390-1401
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 165.37 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4497.941 DS Status dropped n/a
11200 4662.878 Parameter ds length n/a
12400 5088.627 Par. Value 50
13600 5508.192
14800 5922.944
16000 6333.849
17200 6741.615
18400 7146.774
19600 7549.733
20800 7950.816
22000 9371.963
114 Run # 1402-1503
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 188.757 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4495.571 DS Status dropped n/a
11200 4611.152 Parameter ds length n/a
12400 4726.094 Par. Value 25
13600 4840.434
14800 4954.2
16000 5067.423
17200 5422.988
18400 5943.862
19600 6454.308
20800 6956.624
22000 8843.969
115 Run # 1414-1425
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 304.261 MMscf/D Wellbore units
163
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4497.873 DS Status no DS n/a
11200 4655.111 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4812.334 Par. Value 8.625
13600 4969.542
14800 5126.735
16000 5283.913
17200 5441.078
18400 5598.229
19600 5755.367
20800 5912.492
22000 6134.996
116 Run # 1426-1437
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 325.962 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4522.838 DS Status no Ds n/a
11200 4649.351 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4775.423 Par. Value 10.75
13600 4901.079
14800 5026.343
16000 5151.234
17200 5275.773
18400 5399.977
19600 5523.862
20800 5647.444
22000 5798.533
117 Run # 1438-1449
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 340.982 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 12000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 10000 ft
10000 4483.238 DS Status no Ds n/a
11200 4599.012 Parameter csg n/a
12400 4714.159 Par. Value 12.75
13600 4828.714
14800 4942.706
16000 5056.163
17200 5169.113
18400 5281.578
19600 5393.58
20800 5505.141
22000 5626.952
  
   
 
APPENDIX C 
             
RELIEF WELL KILL REQUIREMENTS 
             
Run 
# TVD WATER DRILLSTRING PAR. PAR. MD/TVD 
ANN 
ID/ KILL SPP RELIEF SPP/WELL PUMP 
  BML DEPTH STATUS VARIED VALUE Ratio DS OD RATE  WELLS  HP 
487 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 177.3 2950.6 1 2950.6 305.2 
491 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 177.3 3405.6 1 3405.6 352.2 
495 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 177.3 3860.6 1 3860.6 399.3 
499 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1017.2 31423.1 2 9416.7 2807.6 
503 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1017.2 46103.5 2 13161.5 3905.5 
507 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1017.2 60784.0 2 8666.1 1714.4 
511 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 3430.8 328184.0 6 11527.4 3845.6 
515 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 3430.8 491183.0 7 12496.7 3573.4 
519 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 3430.8 654181.9 8 12725.5 3183.9 
523 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1944.3 108466.3 3 14349.3 5425.7 
527 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1944.3 161516.9 4 12507 3546.8 
531 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1944.3 214567.5 5 11038.7 2504.3 
535 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2684.1 203073.7 5 10527.1 3297.1 
539 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2684.1 303466.4 5 14646.5 4587.2 
164 
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543 8000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2684.1 403859.1 6 13752 3589.2 
547 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 177.3 2950.6 1 2950.6 305.2 
551 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 177.3 3405.6 1 3405.6 352.2 
555 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 177.3 3860.6 1 3860.6 399.3 
559 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1017.2 31423.1 2 9461.7 2807.6 
563 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1017.2 46103.5 2 13161.5 3905.5 
567 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1017.2 60784.0 3 8666.1 1714.4 
571 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 3430.8 328184.0 6 11527.4 3845.6 
575 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 3430.8 491183.0 7 12496.7 3573.4 
579 8000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 3430.8 654181.9 8 12725.5 3183.9 
583 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1158.4 39824.6 2 11402.1 3853 
587 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1158.4 58827.5 3 8233.7 1854.9 
591 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1158.4 77830.4 3 10372 2336.6 
595 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1247.2 45625.8 2 12719.9 4627.8 
599 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1247.2 67628.9 3 9050.3 2195.1 
603 8000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1247.2 89635.0 3 11527.2 2795.9 
607 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 6127.3 1023995.1 10 13091 4679.8 
611 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 6127.3 1534806.6 10+     
615 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 6127.3 1611428.3 10+     
619 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 11231.4 3356966.5 10+     
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623 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 11231.4 5034252.0 10+     
627 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 11231.4 6711537.7 10+     
631 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 19778.7 10143065.6 10+     
635 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 19778.7 15213380.9 10+     
639 8000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 19778.7 20283696.1 10+     
649 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 217.8 5288.2 1 5288.2 671.9 
653 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 217.8 6571.5 1 6571.5 834.9 
657 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 217.8 7512.6 1 7512.6 954.5 
661 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1266.3 76875.4 3 11476.2 2826.1 
665 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1266.3 119392.3 4 10560.2 1950.4 
669 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1266.3 150571.3 4 12540.4 2316.1 
673 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4294.8 828349.5 9 13996.8 3896.9 
677 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4294.8 1240822.0 10+     
681 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4294.8 1653294.4 10+     
685 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1919.1 171739.8 4 14419.1 4036.1 
689 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1919.1 255753.1 5 14013.6 3138.1 
693 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1919.1 339766.5 6 13268.2 2476 
697 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2644.9 320459.8 6 12582.8 3236.1 
701 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2644.9 478921.0 7 13521 2980.6 
705 8000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2644.9 637382.1 8 13742.7 2650.8 
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709 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 218.6 5330.4 1 5330.4 679.7 
713 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 218.6 6450.8 1 6450.8 822.6 
717 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 218.6 7571.2 1 7571.2 965.5 
721 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1270.4 77376.0 3 11554.1 2854.6 
725 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1270.4 114463.4 4 10269.8 1902.9 
729 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1270.4 151550.0 4 12625.2 2339.4 
733 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4307.7 833259.2 9 14084.2 3933 
737 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4307.7 1248174.0 10+     
741 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4307.7 1663089.7 10+     
745 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1329.8 84300.8 3 12235.1 3164.1 
749 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1329.8 124906.4 4 10828.4 2100.2 
753 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1329.8 165512.0 4 13407.9 2600.6 
757 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1504.7 106574.4 3 14498.6 4242.8 
761 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1504.7 158460.3 4 12699.3 2787.2 
765 8000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1504.7 210346.2 5 11267.2 1978.3 
769 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 7662.7 2579528.2 10+     
773 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 7662.7 3867451.0 10+     
777 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 7662.7 5155375.0 10+     
781 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 14093.4 8503352.5 10+     
785 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 14093.4 10E6+ 10+     
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789 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 14093.4 10E6+ 10+     
793 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 24879.6 10E6+ 10+     
797 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 24879.6 10E6+ 10+     
801 8000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 24879.6 10E6+ 10+     
811 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 254.9 8391.3 1 8391.3 1248.1 
815 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 254.9 10497.9 1 10497.9 1561.5 
819 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 254.9 12604.5 1 12604.5 1874.8 
823 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1494.5 146153.8 4 13417.6 2924.8 
827 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1494.5 217027.8 5 13077.1 2280.4 
831 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1494.5 287901.8 6 12451.3 1809.4 
835 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 5078.4 1593548.9 10+     
839 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 5078.4 2387957.8 10+     
843 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 5078.4 3182366.6 10+     
847 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1494.5 146153.8 4 13417.6 2924.8 
851 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1494.5 217027.8 5 13077.1 2280.4 
855 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1494.5 287901.8 6 12451.3 1809.4 
859 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2647.5 444522.2 7 14093.2 3109.8 
863 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2647.5 664353.4 9 13260 2275.7 
867 8000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2647.5 884184.7 10+     
871 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 255.9 8457.3 1 8457.3 1262.6 
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875 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 255.9 10579.4 1 10579.4 1579.4 
879 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 255.9 12701.5 1 12701.5 1896.2 
883 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1499.2 147083.2 4 13507.4 2953.7 
887 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1499.2 218405.7 5 13164.7 2303 
891 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1499.2 289728.1 6 12534.9 1827.4 
895 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 5093.2 1602741.2 10+     
899 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 5093.2 2401729.8 10+     
903 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 5093.2 3200718.5 10+     
907 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1499.2 147083.2 4 13507.4 2953.7 
911 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1499.2 218405.7 5 13164.7 2303 
915 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1499.2 289728.1 6 12534.9 1827.4 
919 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1706.9 188617.3 5 11686.9 2327.7 
923 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1706.9 280847.7 6 12015.8 1994.3 
927 8000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1706.9 373078.1 6 14635.6 2429.1 
931 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 9033.9 4931328.8 10+     
935 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 9033.9 7394452.7 10+     
939 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 9033.9 8857576.6 10+     
943 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 16646 6299319.7 10+     
947 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 16646 10E6+ 10+     
951 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 16646 10E6+ 10+     
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955 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 29415.6 9466214.6 10+     
959 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 29415.6 10E6+ 10+     
963 8000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 29415.6 10E6+ 10+     
973 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 223.2 5684.8 1 5684.8 740.2 
977 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 223.2 6762.8 1 6762.8 880.6 
981 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 223.2 7840.8 1 7840.8 1020.9 
985 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1090.6 53657.2 3 8774.4 1860.9 
989 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1090.6 78943.1 3 11618.9 2464.2 
993 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1090.6 104229.0 3 14463.3 3067.5 
997 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 3637.6 552106.7 7 14828 4495.6 
1001 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 3637.6 826538.3 9 13781.7 3249.9 
1005 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 3637.6 1100969.0 10+     
1009 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1895 154634.3 4 12999.5 3593.1 
1013 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1895 230270.3 5 12634.5 2793.8 
1017 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1895 305906.3 6 11963.6 2204.5 
1021 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2612.7 288785.1 5 14949.8 4557.7 
1025 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2612.7 431559.1 7 12230.9 2663.4 
1029 12000 0 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2612.7 574333.0 8 12430.7 2368.6 
1033 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 204.2 4683.4 1 4683.4 557.9 
1037 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 204.2 5586.8 1 5586.8 665.5 
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1041 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 204.2 6490.1 1 6490.1 773.1 
1045 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1090.6 53657.2 3 8774.4 1860.9 
1049 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1090.6 78943.1 3 11618.9 2464.2 
1053 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1090.6 104229.0 3 14463.3 3067.5 
1057 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 3637.6 552106.7 7 14828 4495.6 
1061 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 3637.6 826538.3 9 13781.7 3249.9 
1065 12000 0 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 3637.6 1100696.9 10+     
1069 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1292.1 73548.0 3 10713.2 2692 
1073 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1292.1 97150.4 3 13370.6 3359.8 
1077 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1292.1 144355.2 4 11735.6 2211.7 
1081 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1741.4 131487.1 4 11676.1 2965.8 
1085 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1741.4 195465.2 5 11367.7 2309.9 
1089 12000 0 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1741.4 259443.3 5 13980 2840.8 
1093 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 6273 1608410.8 10+     
1097 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 6273 2410869.8 10+     
1101 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 6273 3213328.7 10+     
1105 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 11571 8004591.0 10+     
1109 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 11571 8004591.2 10+     
1113 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 11571 10E6+ 10+     
1117 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 20406.3 6170659.5 10+     
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1121 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 20406.3 10E6+ 10+     
1125 12000 0 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 20406.3 10E6+ 10+     
1135 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 280.8 9618.6 1 9618.6 1575.9 
1139 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 280.8 12030.1 1 12030.1 1971 
1143 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 280.8 14441.5 1 14441.5 2366.1 
1147 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1265.6 100407.8 3 14979.4 3686.8 
1151 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1265.6 148540.8 4 13312.6 2457.4 
1155 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1265.6 196673.8 5 11986.9 1770.1 
1159 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4239.8 1056094.1 10+     
1163 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4239.8 1581946.5 10+     
1167 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4239.8 2107799.0 10+     
1171 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1858.8 210839.7 5 12990.8 2817.7 
1175 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1858.8 313977.9 6 13358.3 2414.5 
1179 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1858.8 417116.1 7 13193.4 2044.1 
1183 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2543.7 387991.0 7 12347.1 2617.8 
1187 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2543.7 579839.9 8 13555.2 2514.7 
1191 12000 5000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2543.7 771688.7 9 14063 2319 
1195 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 239.1 7289.5 1 7289.5 1016.9 
1199 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 239.1 9040.9 1 9040.9 1261.2 
1203 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 239.1 10792.3 1 10792.3 1505.5 
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1207 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1270.3 101159.2 4 10337.1 1915.3 
1211 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1270.3 149649.9 4 13416.8 2485.9 
1215 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1270.3 198140.6 5 12081.2 1790.7 
1219 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4254.4 1063280.3 10+     
1223 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4254.4 1592708.1 10+     
1227 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4254.4 2122135.9 10+     
1231 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1397.7 121204.4 4 11424.1 2329 
1235 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1397.7 179819.3 5 11143 1817.3 
1239 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1397.7 238434.2 5 13532.5 2207.1 
1243 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1620.7 160811.7 4 13601.4 3215.2 
1247 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1620.7 239417.6 5 13222.9 2500.6 
1251 12000 5000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1620.7 318023.4 6 12527.7 1974.3 
1255 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 7304.2 3070682.1 10+     
1259 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 7304.2 4603666.8 10+     
1263 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 7304.2 6136651.4 10+     
1267 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 13509.7 10E6+ 10+     
1271 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 13509.7 10E6+ 10+     
1275 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 13509.7 10E6+ 10+     
1279 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 23872 10E6+ 10+     
1283 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 23872 10E6+ 10+     
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1287 12000 5000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 23872 10E6+ 10+     
1297 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 313.2 13688.3 1 13688.3 2501.1 
1301 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 313.2 17564.9 2 8869.7 810.3 
1305 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 313.2 21441.6 2 9848 899.7 
1309 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1434.2 164966.7 5 11809 1976.3 
1313 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1434.2 244800.6 6 12094.6 1686.7 
1317 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1434.2 324634.4 6 14359.8 2002.6 
1321 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4813.7 1753315.0 10+     
1325 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4813.7 2627156.8 10+     
1329 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4813.7 3500997.9 10+     
1333 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1866.1 274953.5 6 13578.4 2463.9 
1337 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1866.1 409464.7 7 14373 2235.5 
1341 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1866.1 543975.8 8 14562.7 1981.9 
1345 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 2516.2 491373.2 8 13217.8 2425.5 
1349 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 2516.2 734360.3 9 14677.7 2394.1 
1353 12000 10000 
Hanging from 
BOP 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 2516.2 977348.0 10+     
1357 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 271.5 10703.9 1 10703.9 1695.6 
1361 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 271.5 13622.3 1 13622.3 2158 
1365 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 271.5 16540.7 2 7816.5 619.1 
1369 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 1439.5 166189.3 5 11902.6 1999.3 
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1373 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 1439.5 246611.8 6 12190.3 1706.4 
1377 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 1439.5 327034.2 6 14472.2 2025.8 
1381 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 4830.1 1765106.1 10+     
1385 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 4830.1 2644819.9 10+     
1389 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 4830.1 3524533.0 10+     
1393 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1 1.5 1475.7 174238.0 5 12161.4 2094.2 
1397 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 1.5 1.5 1475.7 258721.5 6 12463.4 1788.5 
1401 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 50% 2 1.5 1475.7 343205.0 6 14860.8 2132.5 
1405 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1 1.5 1781.8 250430.5 5 14977.2 3113.9 
1409 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 1.5 1.5 1781.8 373169.7 7 12652.2 1879 
1413 12000 10000 Dropped DS 
DS 
Length 25% 2 1.5 1781.8 495908.9 8 12825.6 1666.6 
1417 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1 1.5 8270 5069017.6 10+     
1421 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 1.5 1.5 8270 7600520.0 10+     
1425 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 8.625 2 1.5 8270 10E6+ 10+     
1429 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1 1.5 15323.5 6946833.0 10+     
1433 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 1.5 1.5 15323.5 10E6+ 10+     
1437 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 10.75 2 1.5 15323.5 10E6+ 10+     
1441 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1 1.5 27104.5 10E6+ 10+     
1445 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 1.5 1.5 27104.5 10E6+ 10+     
1449 12000 10000 No DS 
Casing 
OD 12.75 2 1.5 27104.5 10E6+ 10+     
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Run # DS1
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 20.938 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 126.193 DS Status 1 n/a
800 1049.791 Parameter csg n/a
1600 1465.164 Par. Value 8.625
2400 1795.191
3200 2083.724
4000 2347.506
4800 2594.901
5600 2830.717
6400 3057.974
7200 3278.685
8000 4313.13
Run # DS2
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 28.335 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 164.682 DS Status 0.75 n/a
800 1406.603 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 1962.283 Par. Value 8.625
2400 2406.842
3200 2798.486
4000 3159.017
4800 3499.122
5600 3824.842
6400 4018.567
7200 4078.264
8000 4138.461
APPENDIX D
KILL WITH DRILLSTRING INITIAL CONDITIONS
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Run # DS3
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 33.345 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 205.358 DS Status 0.5 n/a
800 1645.894 Parameter csg n/a
1600 2297.404 Par. Value 8.625
2400 2822.193
3200 3287.36
4000 3717.66
4800 3783.938
5600 3842.827
6400 3901.497
7200 3959.954
8000 4019.229
Run # DS4
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 43.472 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 216.1 DS Status 0.25 n/a
800 2125.579 Parameter csg n/a
1600 2977.565 Par. Value 8.625
2400 3379.629
3200 3436.495
4000 3493.154
4800 3549.614
5600 3605.883
6400 3661.968
7200 3717.874
8000 3775.447
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Run # DS5
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 79.633 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 117.527 DS Status 1 n/a
800 724.449 Parameter csg n/a
1600 1000.264 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1219.84
3200 1411.413
4000 1585.945
4800 1749.01
5600 1903.869
6400 2052.605
7200 2196.632
8000 2905.814
Run # DS6
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 95.837 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 165.571 DS Status 0.75 n/a
800 868.323 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 1197.592 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1459.932
3200 1689.147
4000 1898.328
4800 2094.106
5600 2280.338
6400 2393.013
7200 2432.08
8000 2475.881
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Run # DS7
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 104.061 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 158.454 DS Status 0.5 n/a
800 940.208 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 1296.631 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1580.708
3200 1829.122
4000 2056.043
4800 2095.771
5600 2131.862
6400 2167.97
7200 2204.095
8000 2246.406
Run # DS8
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 116.914 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 72.14 DS Status 0.25 n/a
800 1052.635 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 1451.144 Par. Value 10.75
2400 1637.885
3200 1669.036
4000 1700.25
4800 1731.526
5600 1762.861
6400 1794.225
7200 1825.708
8000 1866.641
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Run # DS9
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 130.997 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 105.627 DS Status 1 n/a
800 396.879 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 541.958 Par. Value 12.75
2400 658.096
3200 759.556
4000 851.94
4800 938.122
5600 1019.805
6400 1098.087
7200 1173.723
8000 1501.619
Run # DS10
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 139.977 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 83.312 DS Status 0.75 n/a
800 422.255 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 577.351 Par. Value 12.75
2400 701.361
3200 809.652
4000 908.239
4800 1000.207
5600 1087.377
6400 1140.839
7200 1160.932
8000 1188.539
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Run # DS11
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 144.002 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 103.607 DS Status 0.5 n/a
800 434.601 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 593.912 Par. Value 12.75
2400 721.325
3200 832.601
4000 933.917
4800 953.639
5600 971.84
6400 990.106
7200 1008.436
8000 1035.954
Run # DS12
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 149.281 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 0 ft
0 81.422 DS Status 0.25 n/a
800 449.811 Parameter CSG n/a
1600 614.903 Par. Value 12.75
2400 693.88
3200 709.846
4000 725.873
4800 741.961
5600 758.109
6400 774.317
7200 790.584
8000 819.489
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Run # DS13
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 31.473 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2235.089 DS Status 1 n/a
5800 2704.047 Parameter CSG n/a
6600 3121.677 Par. Value 8.625
7400 3508.542
8200 3874.979
9000 4226.916
9800 4568.06
10600 4900.88
11400 5227.096
12200 5547.957
13000 7093.52
Run # DS14
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 47.176 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2254.505 DS Status 0.75 n/a
5800 3177.214 Parameter csg n/a
6600 3931.308 Par. Value 8.625
7400 4608.069
8200 5239.728
9000 5841.584
9800 6393.038
10600 6480.274
11400 6567.509
12200 6654.744
13000 6743.342
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Run # DS15
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 74.205 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2244.051 DS Status 0.5 n/a
5800 4183.142 Parameter csg n/a
6600 5469.953 Par. Value 8.625
7400 5553.565
8200 5637.224
9000 5720.927
9800 5804.673
10600 5888.462
11400 5972.292
12200 6056.161
13000 6143.647
Run # DS17
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 122.562 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2227.765 DS Status 1 n/a
5800 2474.895 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2708.915 Par. Value 10.75
7400 2933.494
8200 3151.022
9000 3363.133
9800 3570.99
10600 3775.445
11400 3977.139
12200 4176.565
13000 5132.52
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Run # DS18
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 156.02 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2260.831 DS Status 0.75 n/a
5800 2624.979 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2958.494 Par. Value 10.75
7400 3272.059
8200 3571.685
9000 3861.085
9800 4130.086
10600 4198.412
11400 4266.917
12200 4335.596
13000 4411.525
Run # DS19
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 190.465 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2248.771 DS Status 0.5 n/a
5800 2760.952 Parameter csg n/a
6600 3167.274 Par. Value 10.75
7400 3227.204
8200 3287.413
9000 3347.894
9800 3408.64
10600 3469.646
11400 3530.907
12200 3592.416
13000 3666.403
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Run # DS21
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 203.923 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2244.619 DS Status 1 n/a
5800 2344.404 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2443.682 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2542.579
8200 2641.198
9000 2739.624
9800 2837.926
10600 2936.162
11400 3034.378
12200 3132.615
13000 3466.962
Run # DS22
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 220.816 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2247.438 DS Status 0.75 n/a
5800 2357.243 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2466.143 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2574.334
8200 2681.976
9000 2789.195
9800 2892.744
10600 2943.811
11400 2995.143
12200 3046.737
13000 3105.133
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Run # DS23
Intitial Conditions
Surface Gas Rate 231.313 MMscf/D Wellbore units
TVD BML 8000 ft
Depth, ft Pressure, psia Water TVD 5000 ft
5000 2264.392 DS Status 0.5 n/a
5800 2380.569 Parameter csg n/a
6600 2487.448 Par. Value 12.75
7400 2534.379
8200 2581.605
9000 2629.122
9800 2676.926
10600 2725.011
11400 2773.374
12200 2822.009
13000 2878.62
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RUN TVD WATER DS PAR. PAR. DS KILL SPP PUMP
BML DEPTH STATUS VARIED VALUE LEN. RATE /WELL HP
DS1 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1 177.9 2084.9 216.4
DS2 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75 361.9 4142.2 874.5
DS3 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5 518.1 5535.6 1673.3
DS4 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25 825.8 6868.8 3309.4
DS5 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1020.4 2819.1 1678.3
DS6 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75 2128 6415.8 7965.5
DS7 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5 3097.2 8860.8 16011.4
DS8 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25 5022.3 11362.4 33293.7
DS9 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1 3440.7 9940.4 19954.8
DS10 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75 6888.1 26706.2 107.3251
DS11 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5 10101.3 37573.7 221436.9
DS12 8000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25 16491.5 48903.1 470527.9
DS13 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1 216 3156.2 402.5
DS14 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75 508.6 6488.5 1925.4
DS15 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5 1079.8 9246.8 5825.4
DS16 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS17 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1 1270.4 5037.1 3733.4
DS18 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75 3038.4 13959.8 24746.8
DS19 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5 6606.7 31824.1 122667.8
DS20 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS21 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1 4307.7 22903.8 57563.5
DS22 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75 9908 81039.6 468461.8
DS23 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5 21736.8 239273.8 3034447
DS24 8000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS25 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1
DS26 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75
DS27 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5
DS28 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS29 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
DS30 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
DS31 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
DS32 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS33 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
DS34 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
DS35 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
DS36 8000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25 FRICTION FACTOR FAILED
DS37 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1
DS38 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75
DS39 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5
DS40 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25
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DS41 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
DS42 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
DS43 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
DS44 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
DS45 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
DS46 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
DS47 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
DS48 12000 0 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
DS49 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1
DS50 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75
DS51 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5
DS52 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25
DS53 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
DS54 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
DS55 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
DS56 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
DS57 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
DS58 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
DS59 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
DS60 12000 5000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
DS61 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 1
DS62 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.75
DS63 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.5
DS64 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 8.625 0.25
DS65 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 1
DS66 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.75
DS67 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.5
DS68 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 10.75 0.25
DS69 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 1
DS70 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.75
DS71 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.5
DS72 12000 10000 Kill w/ DS Casing OD 12.75 0.25
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